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The Man and His Theology 
it is not within the scope of this paper to treat 
the theology of Ernst Troelisch in any kind of detail. 
iueh less is it the intention of this study to pass judg- 
uenut on his theology as a whole, except in the most gensr- 
al way, ond on the basis of the judgment of others. But 
in order to make the review of his work The Sociel Teach- 
ing of the Christian Churches* more understandable, and to 
provide a background for the eritiaue of his sociology of 
Lutheranism, a few parsgraphs at the very beginning will 
be devoted to a rapid evervier of the theolozy of Ernst 
Troeltsch. 
Ernst Troeltsch was born at Heunstetten, a town to 
miles South of Augsburg, Germany, on Februery 17, 1865. 
He was educated at the universities of Erlangen, Berlin, 
and Costtingen from 1655 to 1688. He held theological pro- 
fessorshivs at Coettingen, Gonn, and Heidelberg, and, in 
    
lernst Troeltsch, The Social Teaching of the Christian   
 
    Churches, translated from the German by Ulive “yon (London: 
George 4llen and Unvin, Ltd., New York: The i Vacmillen COe, 
1831), 2 vols. The original work wes published in Germany | 
in the year 1911 under the title: Die Soziallehren der 
christlichen Kirchsn und Gruppen.
  
2 
1914, went to the University of Berlin to teach in the 
philosophy department. : 
Theologically Trosltsch is placed in the Germsn Neoce 
Protestant movement, which is merked along the whole Line 
or its development by contributory thoughts of Kant, 
Schleiermacher, Strauss, Baur, the school of Hitschl, 
Rothe, the Historico-RKeligious school, Ffleiderer, Dilthey, 
de Legarde, and many others.” Hugh Mackintosh eharacter- 
izes Ernst Troeltach as the systemstic theologian of the 
moveuent, “whese life work es a whole may Teirly be indi- 
cated by the phrese ' Christienity end ‘hilosophy,' or the 
rhilosophy of History in lts broedest sense.” Trained in 
the Kitschlian school, he considered himself confronted 
with two tasks: Tio make clear to himself toth the ecole- 
sisstical dogmatic tradition of Protestantism in its ovn 
historicel sense, snd the intellectual and prectical situe- 
ation of the present cdsy in its true fundamental tendencies.* 
Gerner Elert is grateful to Troeltsch for demonstra- 
ting to whet logical ends the relativistic sng historical 
treatment of Christianity will les&. He says: 
  
2 » 7 
Jel. Neve, & History of Ghristian Thought (Philadel- 
phie, ?a.: The Muhlenberg Press, ¢.1946), IT, 91. 
3 , 
Hugh Hoss Mackintosh, Types of Modern Theology (Lon- 
don: Nisbet and Co. Ltd., 1987), pp. 160 and Led. : 











Es iet das grosse Verdienst von Ernst Troeltsch...in 
immer neuen vendung gezeizt 2u heben, dass dis Vere 
vendung sllgemeinwissenschaftlicher Methode bei der 
Lehandlung der christlichan HKeligion unter keinen Ume 
staonden zu einem anderen Resultet...[fushren kann, 
als zur] geschichtsphilosophischen feletivierrung das 
Ghristentums. 
This method, ha concludes, must lead to a yisldine of the 
f adsoluteness of Christianity, which is just where 1% did 
lesd in Trosltseh's thinking. Historical relstivism wes 
desisive for Troeltsch's thought. te vas consistent. Be- 
eause he vas so thoroughly historical in his epprosch to 
Christienity, he was elso thoroughly reletive. His syn- 
thesis of Christisnity end generel culture, stetes Blert, | 
demands his unconditional relativism.® 
Historicel Ghristianity, so says Troeltsch, "ist eine 
historisch individuelle und relative Urscheinung, so, wis 
es ist, nur moozlich suf dem Boden der entiken Kultur und 
der romenisch-germanischen Yoelker."? So it is that he cone 
siders such things as the resurrection of the flesh, the 
visible return of Christ to judgement, and the new birth of 
the world, “brutale ander." 
Sverner Slert, Der Kampf um das Christentum (Munich: C. 
H. BDeck'sche Verlagsbuchhandlunz, Usker Beck, 1921), p. 408. 
  
Sthid., pe 409- 
Veaul Althaus, Die christliche fahrheit (Guetersioh: 
C. Bertelsmann Verlag, 1947), 1, 519. 






it is Treeltsch’s contention th: t+ Christianity has 
undergone material changes throughout the course of his- 
tory, and that 1t is today’s task for Christianity to con= 
tinue this blending of Christian snd other elements. To 
quote Troeltsch: 
(Diese Yeraenderungen des Christentums waren begruen- 
det] in der Notvendigkelt der Auseinandersetzung mit 
frenden Kulturen, mit Ger antiken und der mittslalter-~ 
licken, wobei die aufgenommenen fremden Kulturelensn- 
te mit christlichen Elementen so verbunden wurden, 
dass cine nachtraegliche Aus sondezung der betoiligcten 
Faktoren nicht mohr moezlich ist. 
froeltsch considers it ridiculous to believe that the 
death of Christ is the center of sbsolute religion. He 
comments: 
Des Alter der Menschheit suf der irde betreegt einige 
hancertteusend dJehre oder mehr. Ihre Zukunft mag noch 
mehrere Jehrhunderttausende betregen. Us ist schwer 
vorgustelien, einen sinzigen Funkt der Ceschichte auf 
diese Zeltlaence hin--und zwar gerade den Mittelpunkt 
gerade unserer eigenen religioesen Geschichte--als 
elleiniges Zentrum eller Nenschhelt zu denken. Das 
sieht doch allzustark aus nach Verabsolufjerung un= 
seres zufaclligen eigenen Lebenskreisese 
Troeltsch believes thet there is no such thing as an abso- 
lute revelation from God in Christianity. This much he ad-=- 
mits; 
Deas Christentum ist der hoechste Punkt der Selbster- 
schliessung Gottes in den Religionen, aber nicht der 
ondgueltige Punkt der Selbsterschliessung Cottes. is 
darf mit noch hocheren Erschlisssungen der Gottheit 
  
9Flert, op. cit., p. 409. 





Many of the fundemental Christian doctrines he finds in | 
other religions. From this he concludes that "dic histor- 
ische Erscheinune des Christentums nur eine Individuelise- 
ieruns des allgemsinen geschichtlichen Phsenomens der Ree 
ligion ueberhaupt ist."t2 Ghristienity is for us of the 
west on undeniable domonstretion of the power and truth 
ef God. This religion is “das uns zugevandte Antlitz 
Gottes."*9 But this by no means establishes Christianity 
as absolute in its final form, or absolute for all men: 
Aber cs ist dadurch nicht ausgeschlossen, dass andere 
Menschheitsgerurpen im Fusemmenhang voelligz anderer 
kultureller Verhasltnisse den Zusammenheng mit dem 
goettlichen Leben auf eine individuel genz andere 
teise enpfinden, ynd sine abenso mit innen gewachsene 
Religion haben.~ 
From here we will proceed to an anslysis of Trooltsch's 
book, The Sociel Teaching of the Christian Churches, with 
  
but a brief vord cn his tritten style from Mackintosh: 
Eneyclopedic in learning, he often appeers to know 
too mich. His books now and then leave the Impression 
that the author hes emptied out the contents of his 
notebooks into the printed page without too much re- 
  
livlert, op. cit., De 410. 
l2niert, loc. cit. 




gard for form or olerity.- 
With this we concur. 
eine w rneemreen sen nate Remaraarenee et 





THE DACKGHOUND OF THE SOCTOLOGY OF LUTHSRANTSM 
Troeltsen's Introduction to His Study of thse Social Tesch- 
ings of the Christian Churches 
Trosltsch's basic considerations in & study of the 
sociel teachings of the Christisn Churches slso apply 
his study of the sociolosy of Lutheranism. tne such besic 
consideration, whieh ties in with his over-riding relati- 
vism, is that Christianity is first and foremost a metter 
of practice, whoss main problems lis therefore in the sphere 
of practical life. Tt is from this realm that the most 
complicates difficultiss and contrasts arise in opposition 
to ths vorla of Christien life. He is of the definite o- 
pinion that “particularly in relation to social ethics the 
ethic of the churches is out of date."™+ Tt was in an st~ 
tempt to determine just how the Christ attitude to life 
was releted to ite own ancient organizations, the churches, 
that frosltsch resorted to an application of the sociolozi- 
eal formulation of the problem to the whole sveep of the 
history of the Christian Church. This work of his is that 
  
lgrnst Troeltseh, The Sogisl Teaching of the Chris- 
tian Churches, translated from the German by OLive syon, 
(London: George Allen end Unwin, Ltd., Nex York: The Mac= 
millean Go., 1951), I, 20. 
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But wheat is the basia of the social teachings of the 
churches, whet is the sociological formals whick Troeltsch 
applies here? Yor one thing, the churehes sere great tre= 
ditional organizations, whose roots are entwined with tra= 
ditions of greet historical importence and vitel enerey.? 
The churches sre also strongly influensed by the nolitical 
and class interests which theses parties represent, sand 
are Likewise interested in the social conflicts of the 
day. f% is not a question as to whether or not it is 
permiasable to formate social doctrines from the stend- 
point of the churches and of religion in general. All 
ve have to do, says Troelisch, is to ask whether these 
attempts have achisved something useful and valuable for 
the modern situation.9 
&t the outset, he maintains, we are faced st once 
with the fundemental fact that the churehés and Chris- 
tianity, which are pre-eminently historic forces, sre at 
all points conditioned by their zast, by the gospel which, 
together vith the Bible, exerts its influence ever anew, 
and by the dogmes which concern social life and the whole 
of civilization. His method is to study the social doce | 
  
@Ibid., Pe 25-~ 




trines of the gospel, of the early Church, of the liiddle 
Lass, of the post-Reformation confessions, right down to 
modern times, in order to present the Christian ethos in 
its inward connection with the universal history of ecivile- | 
ization. 
Ey his own definition, Troeltsch considers the social 
problem es really consisting in “the relation bstwean the 
political community and these sociological shenomena, which, 
although they are essentially non-political, are yet of 
outstanding importance from the political point of view.” 
These sociological phenomena erise out of economic Lifes, 
the sociological tension between verious groups with dife 
ferent customs and aims, division of labor, class orgeni- 
zation, and some other interssts which cannot be directly 
charaeterized as political, but which actually heve a 
gxeat influence on the collective life of the state. The 
reletion of Christianity to social problems, can only mean 
the relation to these great qusstions specially emphasized 
by the present situation, which, however, have always been 
present in society in the narrower sense of the word.’ In 
connection vith these defining statements he adds: 
All socisl groups possess indapendent instinets of 




Tbic., Po 26. 
Sara ae er 





try to discover how far the religious-sociological 
fundenental theory hes been able to penstrete into 
these motives, and to what extent it has been able 
to assimilate these groups into itself.’ 
It is Troeltsch's hypothesis that state and society, 
together with innumerable other forees, ura still the main 
formative powers of civilization. On the basis of this, 
he says, the ultimate problem mey be stated thus: "How 
can the Church harmonize with these msin foress in such 
a@ way thet together they will form a unity of civilization? "® 
It is just here, at this point of the relation between the 
churches and the stete, that there still remains today the 
characteristic difference between the Catholic end Fro- 
testent social doctrines. He concludes: 
The Catholic Church still demands, sven at the pre- 
sent day, dominion cover the state, in order to be 
able to solve the social problem on ecclesiastical 
lines; the Protestant churches, with their freedom 
from the state, are uncertain in their aims; some= 
times their aim seems to be & Christian state, and 
sometimes it is thet of a purely ceclesiastical so- 
ciel activity exercised alonrsids that of the state. 
Qn the other hand, at tha present time, to a great 
extent the state is inclined to look upon the chur- 
ches as free essociations representing private in- 
terests, and thus to regerd them es perg of "society" 
from which the state is differentiated. 
Tf it is the task of the churches to harmonize with 
these main social forces in such a way that together they 
  
7Ipid., p. 50. 
Sthid., pe 386 













will form a unity of civilization, then it is not to be 
admitted for an instant that én organizetion which ex- 
presses the love which flows forth from God and returns 
to him once more can mest the nesd of the social sroups 
which make us humenity @s a whole. Indeed, every ldea 
of that kind only obscures the understanding of the real 
historicel significance of the gospel, and of its his- 
torical development 20 Much of the talk about the “social 
spirit of Christianity" is full of this ambiguous meaning, 
even with references to the problems of the present day. 
In view of the foregoing, Troeltsch sets forth tuo 
lesding questions as guidelines for his study of the so- 




In the first wlacs we shall have to inquire into the | 
intrinsic sociologiesl idea of Christianity, and its 
structure end organization . . . » te shall then bsve 
to esk further: hst is the relation between this 
sociological structure and the “social?” . . . « Fi- 
nally, to whet extent was an inverd contact with, and 
penetration of social Life randered possible, and how 
far did it lesg to an invard uniformity of the col- 
lective life? 
In all of this study, the gospel, thse Bible, and the early 
Church constitute the permanent basis of the inquiry. 
The Early Church 
  
10Tpia. 










The foundation fact from which re have to start a dis- 
cussion of the foundations in the early Church for the so- 
cial teaching of the Christien churches, says Trosltsch, 
is that the values of redemption were purely inward, ethie 
cal, and spiritual, leading inevitably and neturally to a 
12 The early Church did not come sphere of nainless bliss. 
forth with arguments decling either with hopes of improv- 
ing the existing social situation, or with any attempt to 
hesl social ills. It was based solely upon theology, phil- 
osophy, and athics. These ethical considerations were al-= 
= weys aimed at fostering hablts of sobriety end industry, 
with the usefulness of the Christien as a citizen. 
It is an evident misteke to believe that the early 
Christian movement wes a class movement of the proictsri- 
at or a religious reshaping of the socislism of the ancicnt 
world. ‘the sociologicel developments in the koman world 
after the advent of Christianity all demonstrate that we 
here are dealing with en esgentislly religious movement, 
and it is a clear proof of the error of the opposite view. 
There was, indeed, a connection between the rise of Chris- 
tianity and the social struggle st the close of the an- 
cient world. The whole greet religious crisis of the an- 
12rpid., De 40. 











giont world was itself a result of the social strusgzles 
of the period, and obviously it was the collapses of the 
national states in the East and in the West which paved 
the way for this whole process. But the result of the } 
emergence of Christianity was due only indirectly to the 
course of social development. Its most genuine and es- | 
sential clements were simply the results of lts own re= | 
ligious thought. It doses not offer simply a transformed 
social ideal; the Christian idesl means rather the ene 
tire renunciation of the material soolal ideal of ali 
political and economic values, and the turning toward 





monity, fellowship with God, which sre onen to all be= 
cause they are not subject te any difficulties of leader-= 
ship and organization. "The whola conception of Eudae- 
monism,” asserts Troeltsch, “or the fundamental ethical 
principal of happiness, which implies that morel excel- 
lence ang political and economic well-being coincide, hes 
been alterea."44 The esrly Ghurch was not oroduced by 
the social crisis of the age, but it was very much effect- 
ed by it. 
The more the Christian community becomes a society 
within a soclety, or a state within the state, the more 
  
14rpid., pp. 48-49.  
  
14 
strongly it becomes conscious of the fect thet it is bound 
up with concrete social problems, and it then turns its 
attention and its power of organization to these matters. 
411 this, however, is simply the result of the new relie 
gious idea, it is not its starting point.-5 
The basis of the othic of the sarly Church as of its 
religion, was the gospel. The ethical idecl of the zospel 
is absclutely steeped in a twoefold idea: 1) the religious 
idee of the presence of God, which is both penetrating saze 
ané fascination, and 3) the infinite and oternel value of 
the soul to be obtsined through self-renunciation for the 
sske of Goa. 16 The gospel ethic neither complstely or 
systematically manifests itself, but neither is it purely 
subjective: 
It is also clear that among the various demands which 
the general consciousness recognizes os valid, dis- 
tinctions ara made which foree moral instruction to 
concentrate on certain definite points, so thet the 
ethic of the gospel deals not merely with the will 
and its intention, or with the inner constraint of 
conscicnee, but also with certain definite concrete 
demands . « o o All the virtues, therefore, are tho- 
roughly systemetized from the fundamental religious 
point of view: union with the will and being of Cod, 
and cooperstion with the work of God. 7 
One of the social chsracteristies of the gospel ethic 
  
L5Tbid., pe 50. 
16tbid., pe 526 






































is an unlimited, unqualified individualism. Its basis and 
justification lie in the fact that man is called to fellow 
ship with God, to be the child of God. This absolute ree 
ligious individualism, however, which removes all distince- 
tions by concentrating entirely upon differences in char- 
acter in individuals, each of whom has his own value, also 
contains within itself a strong idea of fellowship; this 
idea is besed just as clearly upon the ssecifically re- 
ligious fundementel idea. Out of an absulute individual- 
ism, therefore, there arises « universslism which is equal- 
ly absolute.2& 
The only economic doctrine of the gospel is this: 
God allows everyone to earn his living by meens of vork; 
if distress should eriss, then love cen help; wealth, 
hovever, mist be feered on account of its danger for the 
health of the soul. It is clear that the message of Je- 
sus is not a@ program of social reform. It is rather the 
summons to prepare for the coming of the Kingdom of God. Y 
This preparation; however, is to take place quietly within 
the framework of the present world order, in a purely re- 
liglous fellowship of love, with an earnest endeavor to 
conquer self and cultivate the Christian virtues.19 As 
  
18tpid., ppe 55-576 















for the early practice of communism in the Church, it can 
be described only as the religious communism of love. ‘The 
fact that 1t ves merged immediately in the wider vork, with- 
out even a struggle for the principles, is only e further 
sign that this communism was a by-product of Christianity 
and not a fundamental itea. The fundamental idea was sole- 
ly that of the salvation of souls,20 p 
The Pauline ethic vas quite diffarent from the gospel 
ethic, but wes nevertheless true to the spirit and mosning 
of the gospel. 1 It was & necessary develonment in the 
Church as it spreed throughcut the Roman Empire. The 
situation had changed. The religious community was no 
longer in the simple rural surroundings of Galilee, with 
its oriental fresdom from economic needs and its casuel 
system of justice, but in the urban world of slaves and 
lesser citizens With its more complicated domestic economy 
and a stricter system of justice.?2 The state was ignored 
in the gospel ethic, but in the ethics of Yaul the state 
and the whele order of society are to be respected by the 
Christians, who are to turn it to good account, since 
  
20tpid., pp. 62-63. 
2lIpid., pp. 80 and 85. 




their citizenship is not on esrth but in heaven.” They 
must prove themselves gooG@ and industrious citizens, and 
above all each man must labor to gsin his own Living, for 
the sake of general order, and thet he may be able to shere 
with those who have need.“* faul's ettitude toward pet- 
riarchalism, marriescs, the family, and sex wes very con 
servative. 
It is Troeltsch's contention that the conservative 
attitude of Christianity towerd political and social life, 
in spite of the entirely revolutionary snd radicsl prin- 
ciple of unlimited individualism end universalism, wes de-= 
sided by raul’s doctrine that inequalities are the occa- 
as Becauss sion and material for the activity of love. 
Ghristianity's individualism and universelism proceed from 
the religious idea and are related to religious values, 
such a conservative attituce is thoroughly possible. 
Because of this radical individuelism and universslisn, | 
Troeltsch belioves that Christianity seems to influence so- 
cial life in three weys: 
Hither, on the one hand, it develons an ideslistiec 
anarchism and the communism of love, thiech combines 
radiesl indifference or hostility towerds the rest of 
the social order with the effort to actuslize this 
  
25rpid., pe 59. 
241p4a., pp. 80-81. 








ideal of love in a small group; or, on the other hand, 
it develops slong sociel conservetive lines into an 
attitude of submission to God and his will, so far es 
the world is concerned, comtined with a strong inde- 
pendence of an organized community which manegas its 
own affairs, which, as its range of influence ine 
creases, finds thst 1t cannot ignors seculer insti- 
tutions, but that it must do its utmost to utilize 
them for its own purposes . .. . The third possibi- 
lity, that of using the ordinances of society positi- 
vely, as préliminsry pnheses for the attainment of the 
highest religious-ethical goal, lies sgjit entirely 





These thres stazes are to be found in thet order in the 
history of the Christian Church, and at the same time are 
constantly reasserting themselves. 
Early Catholicisn 
The most obvious sociological development of the 
eerly Catholic Church vas the rise of the monarchial epis- 
copate. A bridge betveen the Church and the world was de- 
sired, a “sociologicel point of reference” to use Troeltsch's 
expression. There always hed been such a point of refer-= 
ences, but from the sociological point of view in particular, 





sociological soint of referencs upon a firmer basis, and 
of providing it with a more objective point of view, a more 
practical method of definition with a more coherent lucidity 
and with a more logical certainty of interpretation.2? 
  
26tpid., pp. 62-85. 
27rpid., pe 91.  
19 
This represents, however, a further extraordinary linite- 
tion of the original sociological ides of absolute religi- 
ous individualism and universalism. Ones the Chureh had 
been orgenized on these lines, she became en independant 
body, and it was only natural thet her conception of her 
own nature should lead hor to form her own juridical cone 
stitution.*© 
in equal and opposite reaction to this cevelopnent, 
which was not of an essentially religious neture, vas the 
rise of saceticiem. 
The more the Christian movement closed its ranks and 
became an orgenized and unified body, the more it- 
tended to regard the rest of life es the “world.” in 
the eyes of Jesus tho ordinary life of humanity, in 
spite of its sin, was full of traces of the divine 
goodness, and he recognized the néive end natural 
accents of piety in children, sinners, and Semarie 
tans; to him the dividing line was not drawn between 
the world and the Church, but between the present 
and the future o « «o « “ith the idea of the sacerdo- 
tal and sacramentsl church as the civitas Dei, cround 
which the angels play, and in which the Ghrist-God 
sits enthroned, the opposite ides of the "world" as 
the kinsdom of Saten, in whieh there is nothing but 
perdition and impotence, was intensified.29 
It was a confusion of thought. The gospel did teach sslf- 
denial, and its ethical demands were severe. But asceti- 
Gism made everything which was difficult, self-denying, 
and contrary to nature @ servics to God, and sdded thet 1%   
  
25Ibid., pe 96. 





was so demsnded by the gospel. A similar confusion of 
thought is evident when the exercises which were meent to 
aid in religious concentration, and the preservation of 
morality, were made an end in themselves, sand wore used 
to satisfy the desire to attrast attention and appear 
singuler, as nearly alwsys happens in groups vhich prac- 
tice an overstrained ploty 
But while it is true that asceticism contained an 
element of passivity, of pure negation and ethicel eine 
lessness, which constituted a hindrsnce to the true Chris- 
tian ethic ond vas in opposition to its fundementel tene 
Goencies, it is nonetheless always, or st least very freq- 
quently, one of the strcengest means of vivifying and sti-e 
mulating Christian movements of thought. This is true 
because en esceticism of this kind presupposes an extra- 
ordinery effort of the will and of enthusiasm. o 
The Christian ethic during the period of early Ca- 
tholicism consisted, in fact, rather in an extremely varied 
mass of regulations in which the Christian element cepends 
mainly on achievements effected by erace but tinged vith 
asceticism. The Church was, however, already so firmly 
united as a sociological organism, and it contained the 
  
SOtbid., p. 105. 











fundamentsl ethical ideas so clesrly within its structurs, 
thet this uncertainty in thse resim of ethics could not 
endenger it.” 
The Church's reletionship towerd social problems dur=- ” 
ing the early Catholic period was first of all effacted 
by the Gaclins of millenarisnism and the trensformsation 
of the idea of the Kingdom of God, whose immenence wes 
replaced by the doctrine of eschatolory. Secondly, the 
conviction thet existing conditions ere statie and immu- 
table became firmly entrenched in the Chureh's thinking. 
Thirdly, the inereesing complexity of the scciel and econo- 
mic situation of the members of the Church made it all the 
more Gifficult to reculate the life of thess complicated 
masses baeccusse the principles which vers contained in the 
canonical Seriptures referred to far simpler conditions. 
inelly, we must not forget the immense influence exer- 
cised by the growing worldliness of the Church, which af- 
fected ths practice of the Church tu « greater extent than | 
it did the theory of the Churen.?9 
The development of what Troeltseh cells the Christian ae 
relntive natural law is of primary importance in his study 
of the social teachings of the Christian churches. ‘The 
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early Catholic period ves a crucial time in the development 
of this Christisn relative natural law, which wes the final 
result of a process crested by the Churen through the fol- 
lowing stages; 
First of all she gradually modified thet indifferance 
toverds the naturel basis of life which cherecter- 
ized the gospel, oving to the great enthusiasm and 
heroism with which it Lived only for eternity; then 
the Church tolarated the naturel basis unchanged as 
she found it, as the product of relative neturel 
law; and finally, from the time of the Middle Ares, 
with the changes in the genersl conditions of lifes, 
she regarded the natursl bssis of life az instituted 
by Providence for the purpose of the Christien Church. 
The sociologicsl, purely ethical, and religious fun- 
damental reletionships of the guspel then become an 
integrol part of the Life of the Church, embodied in 
cbedience to the Church and in the sense of the unity 
of the Church, while the soclel and politics] cle- 
mants are embodied and essimilated by means of ths 
Christian theory of the natursl lew of the Chureh. 
In this naturel lav, however, there still remains the 
root idea of Stoic raticnslism-that is, thet God is 
related to the universe as the soul is to the body, 
and the, ,gationel equality of all beings endowed with 
reason.” 
Tt is this Christian naturel law which will be the means 
through whieh it will become possible to spesk of 4 Chris- 
tian unity of civilization at all, and, in the opinion of 
Troeltseh, will likewise provide the deughter churches of 
Western Catholicisu, Lutheranism and Calvinism, with the 
means of regarding and shaping themselves as e Christian 
unity of civilization.-© 
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The big contribution of the ssrly Catholic Church to 
the development of the social teachings of tne Christian 
churehes, was that the sociological energy of Christianity 
was narrowed down to the Church. The Church, cs the Livins 
extension of the incarnation, had, indesd, replaced or 
enlarged the New Testament, but it hed not discerded it. 
Tn the Bible, in the absolute law of nature, and in mon- 
asticism the old sociological ideals lis ready to exert 
a new scirituel influence upon the whole of Life. In the 
Chure:, througn the concentration of the divine voxer in 
priest and sacrament, these idesls have been ecelesiasti- 
eally united, end the creation of the Church is the real ( 
great sociological achievemant of this period, whose inner | 
fundamental theory does not penetrate too deeply into the | 
common life; so fer its influence was mainly felt in fa- 
mily 1ife.°° 
Medieval Catholicism 
In the study of Medieval Catholicism, Trosltsch sets vw 
out to show how, under the new conditions, the sociologi- 
cal development of the Christian system itself was schieved, 
how es & result the cheracteristic alienation between the 
Church and the world disappeared, meking room for a mutuel 
eee ARF e aio REARRANGE EROS 
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inward penetration, and how from thet development there 
sprang the idecl of en all-embracing internstional accle- 
siastical civilizetion.®* 4s a reaction to this the sects 
and their social ethic develop a tyce of Christian social 
doctrine which is peculiar to themselves, alongside of the 
scclesiastical type and its social doctrines. 
It is a fact that the Middle Aces created a unity of 
civilization, at least as an ideal. It is Troclisch's 
conviction that this was not the obvious flowering of the 
Christian idea.”? But it aid exist, and vas due tu the 
asvelopment of the Church, to aseeticism, and also to the 
life of the world itself, which in its new form fitted 
into the whole more casily than it hed done hitherto.” 
The Gregorian strurgic for the independence of the 
Church from the state is, end remains for all future time, 
the logical result of the sociological conception of ths 
secramentsl-sacerdotal church and of the redemptive in- 
stitution. vUne of the uost important aspects of this 
movement wes the develonment of the canon law into the 
universal law of Christendom, laid down and sdministered 
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by the fope. The concentration of the hierarchy in the 
papacy is the dogina which completes the sociolozical ten- 
dency toward unity, as it was bound to develop and become 
complete once the process had begun by which the Church 
and the Christian priesthood were conceived es the body 
of Christ. The sacraments of penance and the mess became 
the great support of the spirituel domination of th yorld.*9 
Out of penance there develops the whole Christian ethic of 
the Chureh--as self-examination and direction of consciance, 
as absolution, and as the Key to the whole system of setis- 
fections and merits, as the unification of gil ethical probe 
lems and ‘nconsistencies by the authority of the Church, 
whieh removes the responsibility for the unification of the 
duties of Life from the individual, and tekes it on to its 
own shouléers.** 
The ecclesiastical civilisstion wes shaped far more 
by the independent logical evolution of the sociologicel 
idea of the Church (always, of course, combined with as~ 
csticism), which made mankind submit, not to asceticism, 
but to the sacraments and to ths priesthood. Asesticisn, 
which in the ancient world was 4 danzerous clement, and 4 
menace both to the Church end to the world of thought, was 
— 
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subdued by the Church, and practically incorporated into 
the cosmos of ecclosisstical activity while in theory it 
mede it possible to secure 4 harmonious relstionship be= 
tween the ploty of medieval Christian life in the world, 
and the pioty of monasticism.## In itself asceticism is 
not merely mortification and dualistic contemplation, but 
positive work for the whole, & method of service at ths 
disposal of the corpus Christianum, while in its release 
of religious feeling 1% forms at the same time an emo~ 
tional and artistic transficurstion of the world, “5 
Medicval society was favorable to the develooment of 
the medieval Church. Above all, the conditions of property 
and possessions were favorable to the Ghureh's cthical syse 
tem. en's relation to ths vorld was conceived in terms 
of "duty." As the Church itself was a greit communistic 
institution, full of the spirit of solidarity and cars for 
all, so every smaller group bore the same stamp of mutual 
love and loyalty and service. The town, representing a 
non-military, peaceful community of lebor, needing the mi- 
litary element solely as a means of protsction, and devoid 
as yet of capitalistic and city features, wes e picture of 
the Christian society.** 
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The ecclesiastical unity of civilization vas developed, 
both in theory and in practice, under the influence of the- 
Ological ethics. The Church is the universal principle, 
and strives to eppropriste everything thet will enable it 
to represent Christianity as universal truth and as an 
ethic which is epplicable in all circumstances .*° The 
principles of Thomism vere the logical result of the think- 
ing of the medievel Cetholic Church, end were assiduously 
developed and folloved in the later Middle Ages. 
The Christian Church, according to Troeltsch, hed ale 
says hed difficulty with the absoluteness of the ecclesi-= 
asticsl ethic, which it identified vith the ebsolute nature 
61 ist of the Stoies.“° This tension tas relieved by the 
Thomistie doctrine of nature end supernaturs, which pro=- 
vided for steps or degrees between the state of nsture and 
the state of grece. it is possible to concluds, therefore, 
thst Catholic civilization is besed on the relctive netu- 
Tel law of the fallen stata moulded by the ethic of ersce.*? | 
Naturel religion and ethics are the knowledge of God 
and obedience to the lew of Cod. But supernsturel religion, 
the supernetural aim and the supernatural lswe-in short, 
supernature=--means the vision of God given through erece. 
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as he sees himself. In the last resort all sthics and all 
| 238 
i 
sociel philosophy in particular are now concerned with the 
} 
mediation between nature, perfect or imperfect, and super= 
heture. The decslogue is not the Christian ethic. It is 
the seme es the absolute netural law, end is an introduc- 
tory and preperstory stage .*° The real Christian ethic 
only becomes possible through the infused energies of sac@- 
ramental grace. This is still the stendard of the Roman 
Catholic ethic: 
Until the present day, therefore, the fundementeal base 
is of the Catholic ethic still remains formally, a- 
longside of the ecclesizstical theocracy, the prin- 
ciple of the scripturally acknowledged retional na- 
tural lav, whose content is e conception of the na-~- 
tural lew which is in harmony with the vetriarchal~- 
ism of the 0ld Testament snd tha conservetism of Aris- 
totle; it thus vegards the soclel reelity of ths Mid- 
dle Ages, in its main fectures, as the expression of 
resson. The true Christian ethic, on the other hand, | 
moves on the plene cf the sacramental ethic of grace, 
and intervenas on the natural plane only through the 
Bll-embracing theocracy of the Church. Therefore the 
actual rules for life in the world still do not issus ] 
directly from the Christien ethos, but from the ns- 
turel Law, rom Aristotls, the decalogue, and the 01d 
Testament. 
This was sssential if the Church was to meintein both the 
ideal of the Christian ethos and its own universal recoge 
nition:   
If the Christian ethical ideal is to be maintained at 
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all as the supreme aim, and is to be brought to uni- 
versal recognition, it will havs to incorporate with- 
in itself the natural forms of life, and the ethical 
ideels of this life, and this will never be nossiblse 
otherwise than by means of the ides of an ascending 
development, which ascends from the values of the life 
of this world to those of the transcendent reelm. ~~ 
By these means, the doctrine of the later Middls Ages, and 
espscially thet of Thomism, was able to construct a unig 
form sceial philosophy, bocsuse it started from the idea 
of the actuelity and necessity of s Christien unity of 
civilization. 
Tho vital factor in this doctrine is ths new concep- 
tion of the lew of nature, in which the difference 
between the absolute primitive state sad the relative 
state of fallen humen nature becomes less important, 
and in which the more positive amphasis is laid on 
aspects of healing and progress toverds so higher 
ideal, than on she negative espects of destruction 
and punishment.” 
This is the explanetion of the medievsl social philosophy 
which represents a Christian culture and a Christian soci- 
ety, and yet does not mean thet society is based upon and 
moulded by directly Christian principlos. From this stand- 
point it is eesy to prove how the great social institutions-- 
especially those of the family, the state, and society-- 
could be controlled by the principles of a Christian sociel 
philosophy. In each case they were special forms of the 
realization of the fundamental theory, directsd toward an 
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end of netural lav, which it hehooved them to strive ta 
attain as thelr special contribution to society. Their 
Christien cheracter consists in the tro following elements: 
1) That the union bstween the individual and the 
community which tekes place within them is concsived 
and molded in the organic and netriarcheal sense: ond 
that 2) tha primary perticular aim which is founded 
upon their basis in netural law is placed in a fixed 
roletion to the central religious purpose, and thus 
with the all-embrecing, inclusive unity of the Chursh 
and of the scoclesiastissl] authority.» 
But there were dissident factors in the developasnt 
of the Church sthic in the Middle ages. Chief of these 
was the sect movement. It is part of Troslisch's thesis 
thet from the very beginning the social doctrines of the 
Christian Church had & dualistic tendency which caused 
them to flow in tvo channels, conservetive compromise snd 
redical sepuration. The strict law of the scriptures, the 
radical lay of nature, monasticism, and the theological - 
theory of the primitive state there revealed themselves as 
motives and expressions of 8 secund radiosl tendency which 
accompanied the compromise of the Church, This was the 
sect movement, which broke out sfresh vith grect power in 
the centr:1 period of the Middle Ages. "Thus it was," says 
Trosltsch, "that the development of the sects alongside of 
the sooiel doctrine of Thomism, which is the clussic epi- 
tomo of the ecclesiastical athic, beceme the second classic 
  





































form of the social doctrine of Christianity."54 
The vord "sect," howsver, does not mean that these 
movements sre undeveloped expressions of the church type; 









tien thought." "The all-important point is this: thet both | 
types ars a logical result of the gospel, and only conjointe \ 
ly do they exhaust the whole renge of its sociological in- 
fluonea, and thus also indirectly of its social results."96 
The gospel contains the idea of an objective possession 
of salvation in the knowledge and revelation of God, and 
in developing this idea it becomes the church. Tt contains, 
however, also the idea of an absolute personal religion end 
of en absolute personal fellowship, and in following out 
ee
 
this ides it becomes a sect. The saldensians in southern 
Europe, the Franciscens, the Foor Men of Lyons and the Foor 
Men of Lombardy in Italy, the Lollerds in Englond, thse Hus- 
sites in Sohemia, and various peasant risings are all ex- 
amples of the sect movement in the Hiddle Ages. 
Under their influence and thet of the grouth of toun 
civilization end individualism the ecclesisstical civilize- 
tion begen to disintigrate in the late Middle Ages. But   4% was especially due to the influence of the sect typs, 
345 o1a., pp. 329-530. 
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in which radical individualism and the redical ethic of 
love combined against the church type with its reletive 

























THE DEVELOPHENT OF THE SOCLOLOCY OF LUTHERANTSY 
Luther's Religious Thought and the Sociological Probism 
of Protestentisn 
Luther's new religious idea gave a new meaning to 
srace. Rome, too, had a coctrine of greca: of secremen- 
tal grace, of supernature, of & higher, nysticel, end mir-- 
eculovs power, imparted by the hicrerehy, entrusted to the 
Church, which has e double effset: the forgiveness of sins 
and the mystical slevation of humenity. The idea cf law 
was sesily combined with this ides of grece. Luther's ney 
ides yas therefsre not merely the generel re-emphasis upon 
grace, which makes a clean sveep of all compromise vith 
legeliam, but beyond that, 1% gave @ new mesning to the 
idea of grace by giving a new mesning to the lav. Not 
that the idea of the lew was removed from its centrel po- 
sition in frotestantism. it remained as 4 stimulus to 
repentencs, end as the pre~supposition of faith and the 
roepel of grace. ‘the essential clement in this new con] 
ception of srace which gives to the lew a different mean- 
inz and position from that it has in the Catholic idea of 
erece is this: 
Grace is no longer 4 mystical mirsculous substance, 










temper of faith, conviction, spirit, knowledge, and 
trust which is to be appropriated; in the sospol end 
in the love and spirit of Christ towards mankind it 
can be discerned as the loving will of God which 
brings with it the forgiveness of sins. 
This fundamental position contains, directly and ine i 
diroctly, further implications. The first result is the 
reduction of the whole of religion to thet which alone cen 
be an object of faith end trust, that is, to that idea of 
Gode-svolvad from the apostolic picture of Christe-wnhich 
represents him as a gracious will, holy, forgivinz sins, 
and thus leading men upvards into 6 higher life. This is 
an immonse simplification in doctrine, and a new method of 
basing doctrine upon its conssious vower to avaken faith 
and trust.” 
The sacond result of Luther's teaching was thet of re=- L- 
ligious individualism, that inwerdness of communion with 
God which is independent of man or of a priesthood. ‘This 
leads to thse doctrine of the priesthood of ell bolievers, 
end to lay religion, to thse reneval of ths primitive Chris- 
tian independence end autonomy of the knowledge of God ef- 
fected by the Spirit. At this point, says Troeltseh, 
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Luther came into touch with the corrssponding tendencice 
in the sect movement, which wera also derived from the 
Bible. "All thet was actuaily discarded," he asserts, ; 
"ves the idea of secerdotal mediation; mediation throuch 
the Word, thet is, through the Bible .... is empha= 
sized ell the more strongly."* i 
The third conclusion te which this fundemental posi | 
tion lesds is the principle of a jure spirituel ethic. 
This spiritual ethic leads to the acceptance of the world, 
to the disuse of monestic asceticism, to the new meening 
given to the idea of the vocation or the calling. ‘The   
“nerfection" which results, which is the same for ell, 
is still not the rigorism of the Christian lav, as in the 
sect, but rether it means the “spiritual equslity, in 
principle created by the blessedness of forgiveness, from 
which the ‘doing of the 'new creature’ issues freely."” 
The real problem, hutiever, is to overcome the world wher- 
ever we find it, and in the midst of the life of the worid 
to free our hearts from the world and to Live in a spirit 
of detachment. “There is no loneer any room for seif-chos- 
en spheres of action, for forms of fellowship alonrsidcs of 
the life of the world, which claim to rise above it," 
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concludes Troeltsch.® 
The main types of "calling," such as the ealling of a 
house father, or of marriages, the celling to be 6 paternal 
ruler, or to the exercise of euthority in general, are 
held to have beer specially instituted by God himself. 
The whole system of callings is no longer = :roduct of — 
the lower sphere of nature, according to Luther via Troeltsch, 
which is still a sphere to be transcended, but, Like the 
. natural sphere itself, it is a direct and immediate insti- 
: tution of God. 
From these premises, Troeltsch draws those conclu- 
sions: 
To put it briefly: this system of vocational organi- 
zation is a stable class system of a patriarchal kind, 
fixed by divine appointment in the 01d Testament and 
by the law of nature, to whieh each individuel be- 
; longs, in permancnt categories, usually receiving at 
i birth his essigned calling » e «. e Thus this sthic of 
vocation within the life of the world certainly means 
an acceptance of the sorld, but this acceptance is an 
act of obedience snd surrender rather then-ons of joy 
in God's world . . « « it is an ssceticism which is 
in the torld, yat not of it, whieh conquers the spirit 







This is ons of the main points of issue between Troeltsch 
and other commentators of Luther snd his teaching, and 
will be treated at length in the next chapter. 
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No room is left for compromise, adeotation, trensi- 
tional processes, or evolution, as in Catholic dogma, in 
the doctrine of man and the concaption of the world. In 
the doctrine cf man the influence of the nev Ildess sppears 
most clearly in the ductrine of the orimitive state. 
Here the idea of an sscent from natursl to surerna- 
tural perfection has disappesred. in ite stead va 
find the theory that the perfection of thse primitive 
state consisted in a spirit of complete and filial 
trust in God as an inherent olement in the essential 
nature of man. Sin, therefore, is the destruction of 
| human nature, and redemption is the restoration of 
hunmeh nature tg full trust in God within the natursl 
order of life. : 
So far ss the conception of the world is concerned, the v 





idea. Metter and nature do not constitute a stage in the 
divine creation of ths sorld which is more remote fron 
the pure world of spirit; neture is the sphere appointed 
py the ereator for the realization of ideal velues, which 
were completely realized in the primitive state end which 
are restored by redemption.® 
Lest of all, the whole change of view in Protestant- ~
: ism is summed up and expressed in its idea of Cod 
H In his idea of God Luther disoards scientific neta- 
physics and all attempts to reconcile the finite with 
the infinite; with resolute anthropomorphism this idea 
of God is conceived as the divine will. No longer are 
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the ideas of nature and supernature placed side by 
side, but their place is taken by the antitheses of 
the law and the gospel... . The method of harmon- 
izing these elements is found in the atoning death cof 
the God-man. ‘The atonement, therefore, becomes the 
central doctrine of Srotestantisn, and the idea of 
viesrious achievement, discarded in every otner con~ 
nection, is here developed tu its fullest extent. 
The sociological results of this religious transfor- 
mation of Christianity wore immediately apparent in the 
new conception of the Church. 
In this connection, the decisive element is not the 
peculiar juridical form of the Lutheren conception of 
the Ghurch . . e« » but, primarily, it is the funds- 
mental fact that, from the very outset, this whole 
intellectual gutlook belongs, essentially, to the 
church typeet 
Luther's conception of the Church is extremely spiritual 
and idealistic, making the sssence of the Church to cone 
sist in the iord, the sacrament, and the office of the 
ministry, and restricting it to a purely spiritual sphere 
of influence. "It is, however, always and supremely a v 
'church' conesption. It is the Cetholic theory of the 
Churen, only purified and renewed."22 The activity of the 
Church is the proclamstion of the Nord which creates faith. 
This predominence of the church type, however, meent 
that all the essential sociological offects also appeared: 
It led first of all to the demand for the uniformity, 
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unity, and universal dominion of the Church, which, 
in the impossibility of carrying through e thorough 
Reformation, sither Kuropean or German, finally led 
to the establishment of united territorial churches. 
Secondly, this emphasis on universelity Led to the 
extension of the ecclesiastical ethic into the sphere 
of sseular civilization and of the social order, to 
the acceptence of the genersl order of life which 
did not harmonize directly vith the Christian moral 
ideal, but which vas ineviteblos; and, finslly, to 
the nerpetuation of the fundamental concantion of the 
lex neturss, ubish was the complement of the purely 
Christian ethic.~% 
If Luther's thinking led him to thse Church type, it 
also isd him to an investigation of truth and euthority. 
In Catholicism this idea of truth wes achieved through 
dogme and tradition, through the hierercshy and the sscra= 
ments. in Protestantism this central fact was the Vord of 
the Seriptures, end the scersment which wes the sign and 
seal of the gospel. The Yord which lay at the root of 
this coneention should be, in Luther's great and free way 
of thinking, the activity of Christ--the fauline and Jo-= 
hennine concestion of Christ contained in the Bible, in- . 
terpreted in the sense of the hicene Creed and the Creed 
of Gheleeden, through the doctrine of the Trinity. 
Under this conception of the tord of God es absolute 
truth, the ministry of the word becomes the means of or- . 
ganization. The hierarchy is not the support of the Church, 
the ord is. Hut this does not mean thet Luther gave up 
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the idea of the essential and vital unity of the Church. 
He did not. He regards it a5 30 essentiel, tht he can 
account for its breskdown only by regerding it es a sign 
of the becinning of the finel throes of s dylug ere. Sven= 
tually the idea of a universel world-wide Church was re- 
placed by the territorial church system, without, however, 
Going away with the ides of the universel Cstholic Church, 
sines wherever the ministry of the vord and the adminis- 
tration of the sacramsnts ere précticed, sven under very 
difficult forms, there is the Catholic Chureh.45 
The territorial chureh system, therefore, finally 
secures the following elements: 
fhe universal character of the Church, its claim to 
dominate the life of the world, the maintenance of 
"pure fgctrine,” and an ordered ministry on orthodox 
lines. 
411 that Luther desired was tu secure the kind offices of 
the various governments for the Church. Gut he aiso ex- 
pected that the “ord of Cod within these churches would be 
left entirely free. Luther's conesption of the Church was | 
obliged to adopt an slement vhich was quite elien to his 
own thought, but which beceme logically necessary if the 
unity and universality of the Church were to bo retained, 
that is, the compulsory supremacy of this uniform ececlesi- 
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astical system. Luthar was act a champion of religious 
toleration; the cause for which he fousht was the freedom 
of the .ord to exercise its purely spiritual influence 
ithout the aid of external comp pulsion.2? ‘The church wes 
to exercise her function in freedom and in love, and in 
the face of orposition she wes merely to warn and exhort. 
But in order to ensure that all citizens should bs bape 
tized end come under the control of the Church, the cus- 
tom was introduced of uniting all civil rights with the 
exercise of the Christian religion, and in cases of pere 
manent heresy the state intervened with its ponaltiess, 
since heresy alse is & breach in the social order. a 
Ferallel with the development of this first logical 
outcome of the church type is the second result, namely, 
the steady development of an ethic which acespts the Life 
of the world. ‘Yhis raises the question of the Protestent, 
specifically the Lutheran ethic, and compromise. In Lu- 
ther's mind, Troeltsch edmits, thea sttsinment of « funde- 
mental religious position was the one genuine moral in- 
perative -® 
Faith is the highest and the most resi morsel domenc, 
end at the same time it is e gift of grace: this is 
the high paradox and the leading idea of the ethic of 
Luther. Conduct, however, flows from this naturally 
e «© ce ec BUt this radical religious ethic, especially 
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in the earlier statements of Luther, is entirely xre- 
mote from the whole sphere of reason, might, Lan, 
force, to which the Christian only submits tecause 
it all forms part of this sinful world, and because, 
as things are in this vorld, it is impossible to ran- 
der lovine service to one’s neishbor without using 
these secular institutions. 
But, insists Troeltsch: 
This stress upon free grace and human impotence leads 
Luther into an emphasis upon spirituel freedom and 
absndonment, which merges almost imperceptibly into ~~ 
& kind of quietism . . « o It is, or ecsurse, true 
thet Luther believed that grace ought to bear fruit 
in a genuine Christian piety expressed in daily life, 
but he taveht thet divine grace is in no way dependent 
upon this result, and thet in genersl, owing to the 
sinfulness of menkind, it is only very imperfectly 
realired.@° 
The extent to which fsith issues in works effeets neither 
the quality of Christian piety nor the fact of personal 
selvstion. Right in line with this, according to Troeltsch, 
Luther believed that any attempt to estimate the “state of 
grace" in individuals by the standard of radical Christian- 
ity would lead to the making of distinctions and divisions 
emone Christisns, to self-made agitations and sects, which 
would haves the result of bresking up the unity of the Body 
of Christ. This could only culminete in the pride of the 
sectsriens and the lovelessness of separation. 2 
This radical Christian ethic of the love of God, and 
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of that love of the brethren which flows from the love of 
God, was now to constitute the ethnic both of a national , — 
ehurch end of an exclusively Christian society. If this 
vere to bo reelized, however, the idea that a living faith 
would sponteneously generate & spiritual anc moral order 
was folt to be inadecuate. 
Luther saw that a definite morel rule of life must be 
established, & Christian law of ethics, whieh could 
be held up to the masses ss en ideeél, which would 
aiso secure the very important Tactor of the incor- 
poration of secular morality into tha whole Christian 
order » e « © 1% is characteristic of Luther thet he 
found the objective revslation of the morel Law which 
wmenifested this inward impulse not in the Sermon on 
the Mount, but in the deealogue, which, again, in 
his mind, vée identified vith the netural moral con- 
sciousness or the naturel lav, which has been simply 
confirmed and interpreted by Jesus and the apostles. 
It was thus that the decalogus cevslorped its charac- 
teristic ebsolute meaning within Protestentism, as 
the complete expression of the lex neturae, and of 
the Protestant ethic with which 1t was identified -* 
Tne decslogue wes suitable for many regsons, but above all, 
for this, that "it provided the opportunity he sought for 
incorporating ‘this sorld' morality and "this world’ in- 
stitutions inte his whole ethical scheme. 
With this development of the Lutheran ethic Troeltsch 
sees an inevitable dualism: 
#hen, however, the decelogue and the netural law had 
been renewed and interpreted by Christ, the purely 
religious aim of Life and the purely religious fellow- 
ship of love emerges os the real Christien ideal, an 
ideal which concerns the inner life of tha individual, 
along with the secular ethic of professional life, the 
  
























state, and sociaty, to which man belones either offi- 
clally, or through being incorzsoreted into the order 
of society and the state, with its merks of law and 
compulsion. ghis is the difficult aspect of the Lu- 
theran ethic,25 
This wes a duelism between an inward morality for the in- 
dividual and an external “official” morelity. Catholicisn 
head solved this tension by its contrast betveen tuc steges-- 
between the lower stage of development of relative natural 
lew and the genuinely Christien higher stege of development. 
The Lutheran solution was provided, not as in the medievel 
church by apportioning responsibility among vcrious classes 
end groups for mutual and vicarious service, but by place 
ing each individucl in the midst of a dualistic ethic. 
"This Gualism is then explained as due in pert to the or~ 
Te 
Gering and arrangement of God, in pert to sin, end in part 
to the sctual conditions of physical existence."2* 
Troeltsch believes thet this inconsistency of the 
Lutheren ethic has been overcome by Lutheranism's accept= 
ance of the natural order of things es being essentially 
God's order. 
The radical ethie of love disappeers, and the ethic 
of obedience towards cuthority comes into prominence. 
Increasingly the Luthsran ethic is summed up in the 
following characteristic features: confidence in God 
founded on his grace, and love of one’s neighbor 
which is exercised in the soolal duties of one’s 
calling, combined with an obedient surrender to the 
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order of socisty created by the law of nature. 
The compromise hus become & more interior thing, and 
in the process it has become increasingly modified, since 
the world is accepted not so much as a4 sinful institution 
or es an order which, through sin, hes obscured the Light 
of resson, but as a direct and positive appointment by 
God. doyful acceptance of the vorld then becomes natient 
endurance of the world, and Lutheranism, in particular, 
oscillates between these tio extremes “5 
The Sociologicsl Problem of Lutheranisn 
The ecclesigssticsl organization of Lutheranism ie of 
prime importance because Lutheranism was based entirely 
upon the idea of an ecclesiastical civilization, forcibly 
dominated by religious ideas.” Although Lutheranism ro- 
jected the hierarchical church, enforced by directly eo- 
Glesiasticel methods, the conception of a stats church 
still remains the canter of the sucial doctrines of Lu- 
theranism. "In Lutheranism this ides vas not simply 
pert of its religious and ethical ideals it was essential 
to its very existence."°! 
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The center of the whole system is the specifically 
Lutheran doctrins of the Church. This conception, says 
Trooltsch, contains tuo main clements which control the 
Lutheren view as e whole: 
1) The idea of the Chureh hes been greatly spiritual- 
ized; this was Luther's intention, and in the main 
ths Lutheran theologians matntéined this point of 
view during the classic period of orthodoz Lutherane 
ism. 2) This sntirely spiritualized Church, which 
does not desire any human organ of compulsion for the 
enforcement of the pure doctrine, and which neither 
is able nor desires to cairy out its work of church 
discipline by any external method of compulsion which 
can be legally formulsted, is, in spite of that, based 
entirely and wholly unon the ides of « fixed and rigid 
system of doctrine to which all consent, which alone 
has the power, in its surity and exclusiveness, to 
secure redemption from sin and from hell. This means 
that, in seite of her spiritual chsracter, and in 
spite of her renuncletion of the methods of law and 
sompulsion as natural rights, the’ Church is still 
obliged to submit unconditionally to the oxternel 
life of the political spheres which she duminates. 
Inconsistencies of this kind ned existed within every 
previous theory of the Christian Church, but the ten- 
gion which they eaused never became so acute as in 
Lutheranism, and their mutual hostility hes hed a 
paralysing effect upon the whole course of Lutheran 
development. 
Through the Seriptures Christ rules the Church. He achieves 
purely by his own spirituol influence ell thst the papacy, 
tha priesthood, and the hiersrehy, Romen Law and Noman 
compulsion, had achieved by external human methods. 
If from the Catholic point of view the papacy is the 
extension of the incarnation of Christ, tho Living 
authority in doctrine and in jurisdiction, in Luther- 
anism the same thought is represented by the Word, 









Christ himself is directly operative.©0 
4s for the administrative side of the Church, the 
Church was obliged to hand these matters over to others, 
since there were ou divine provisione for them, end it 
regarded them as purcoly external ond mechaniesl, of purely 
human interest. The Church trusted that the divine Spirit 
would opsrate to settle these questions es wisely es they 
could be answered from & purely humen point of visw. Thus 
it cane about thet it was only the ruling prince who hed 
the duty of rendering this sarvice to the Church. To that 
were sdded srguments bused on naturel lew. ‘The govern- 
ment protects the natural Law (which is regarded as iden= 
tical with the deceloguc), and as a Christian covernment 
it has to maintein this natural law in its full gsenss, 
since it also includes the first teble, which requires 
the true worship and the pure feor of Cod. "Thus as cus- 
Sos utriuscue tebulas it is bound by natural law to sup- 
port public worship, the pure doctrine, and the ecclesias- 
ticel jurisdiction. "92 
Thus the ain which was realized in Catholicism throuch 
& directly divine chureh order, Lutheranism, in its 
purely spirituslized form, striped of every kind of 
hierarchical or sacerdot.1 organ, reclized through 
tha government and the civil administration, to which, 
however, precisely for that reason, thers aceruas a 
certain semi~divinity. The distinction between the 
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temporal and ths spirituel elements in this system 
is not & seperation, but oly e fresh ecpect of their 
relationstbip; the state sow serves the purely spirit- 
usl Church in a spirit of love and frsedum, end by 
this service it dominetes the Chugh which has no ine 
dependent legal orgsn of its own.4# 
But this much can be said: that the complicated church/state 
reletionship achieved a sucial unity, in spite of its ar- 
tificial construction. 
The Lutheren ethic is of auel origin. Troeltsech seys 
it is 6 dualism of love end grace on one hand, lew and 
reason on the other. ile credits the fundenmental idee of 
this duelism to Luther, “while commenting that Melenchthon 
carried this dualistic tendency a step farther in the dual- 
ism of a philosophical and theologicel morelity.“9 te 
will Let Troelisch speak for himself: 
The Lutheran ethic consists primerily in the estab- 
lishment of as religious relation with God, in that 
love to God which humbly, joyfully, end thenkfully 
surrenders the self to him in preyer and self-disci- 
pline, und the outpouring of this love of Cod, which 
cannot give anything to God, upon one's neighbor . . 
e e this means, then, in the second nlece, that “Lov- 
ing one’?s neizhbor es oneself" implies thet ell the 
duties and tasks woich life brings naturelly in its 
train, especially those connected with the family, 
the state, the labor and vocational orgenizations, 
are to be filled with this spirit of love, which makes 
these forms into methods and means of expression of 
the Christian love of mankind.9% 
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This affects the way in which a Lutheran Christian views 
the ler of God. It no longer appeers so much es the Law 
which effects conversion, maintains Troeltsch, but as 
"the interpretetion and the descrixtion of the impulse 
towards. activity which is set slongside of the bliss of 
justification by faith." 
Troeltsch consistently asserts thet thie athic, by 
laying a creat deal of emphssis upon order, stability, and 
peace, “entirely obliterates in theory, and elso modifies 
jin prectice, the fact of its connection with the severity 
of the Lav and the unrest ceused by the struggle for exe 
no6 istences. He coansiéers it, in short, a compromise. In 
fact, he considers it a compromise very similar to the / 
compromise achieved by the Gathslic ethic. In both in- 
atances the ethos of real life is oaly constructed with 
the additional aid of the range of ideas centering in na- 
tursl law and of the ethiesl material of ancient chilosophy. 
The original Lutheran ethic, he insists, wos simply “the 
Aristotelian scholastic ethic, revived by ths Stoles and 
by Cicero, and reneved by the Humanists, which in lts 
seholastic form had been re-edited by Welanchthon."9? 
Its aim was to show sow knowledge of this kind was useful 
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in the following ways: 
1) It wes a preparation for repentance; 2) as justi- 
tia civilis, i.e. as 2 loyal external discipline emp- 
tied of all spirituel content, it helped to preservs 
order; 3) it provided the hasis of reason for the 
idea of the exictence of God and of the worsl govern- 
ment of the world; and 4) finell), when this knowledge 
was inspired with a spiritual temper, it merged into 
the unity of the Christian idea of love.“© 
This alone wes the real “ethic” as serly Lutheranism sev 
it. It is only the modern Lutherans, Troeltsch insists, 
who hava transformed this subject into an indersndent 
"theological" ethic. 
In the question of the Lutheren conception of natural 
lav, it is Trosltsch's opinion that Luther struck cut on 
&@ peculiar lines of his own. From the very outset hse ex- 
plains the lav of naturs in an entirely conservetive sense, 
which emphasizes solely the utilitarian expedicncy of the 
conorets order. In this order, society sesms to hsvs 
shaped itself by Providence in thse naturel development of 
history, ond all order and welfere depend upon uncondltion- 
@l cbedience tovards the authorities which have come into 
being during the course of the nintorical procsas.°* 
This interpretation glorifies power for iis own sake, 
which in fallen humanity has become the essence of 
lew; it therefore glorifies whetever authority may 
happen to be domin:nt at any given time. Even when 
this power is most sesndslously abused its authority 
still holds zo0d, and every act of resistance to this 
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authority destroys the very conception of the social 
order based on natural lew, and “bus destroys the 
foundation of society in general.* 
Because of Luther's fundanesntel regerd for the natur- 7 
al lay ss the establishment of ean unrestricted positive 
authority, effected by God through reason, no amount of 
experience of e refractory reslity can shake him out of 
the belicf that this authority is based upon reason and 
the divine will. This is why, says Troeltsch, he opposes 
every aitenpt to reconstruct socicty and sold it on ra- 
tional Lines, which is besed on ths interests and the rea 
son of the isolated individual. “In his theory, therefore, 
the idea of a suciol contract naturally disappears. "42 In , 
spite of all the sinfulness and evil in ths world, and in 
the governments of the world, "the fact remains that eu- 
thority must not be resisted."*" It was at this point that 
medieval thinking hed been uncertain. Luther knew no such — 
unecerteinty, asserts Troeltsch, but solved the dilemme by 
insistence upon a stable order based on natursl low. I+¢ 
was & one-sided order, and was not elways logicslly main- 
tained, but it was et least a brand new attempt ta solve 
the inconsistencies of medievel thinking on the problem 
of the naturel law. 
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Troeltsch finds Luther's concept of the natural lav 
to be God's activity in the world through reagon. For Ve 
that reason Luther likes to emphasize God as the founder 
of the institutions of naturel Law, and therever it is pos- 
sible, to try to find proofs of their direct divine ap- 
pointment.*9 
Luther, says Troeltsch, had a contempt for the masses. 
This, together with his rigid isea of originel sin and his 
conception of the civil authority as the representative of 
divine punishment and reward, inclined him to extreme 
44 severity. But at the same tine, Troeltseh goes on, with- 
in the sphere of civil Law, Luther desired to see the ne- 
tural des udninistered with & leniency which tekes sll the 
various factors of motive, necessity, and circumstance ine 
to account. 
In his view the guiding principle of the naturel law 
is that we should do to everyone as we would like 
them to do to us. In this respect love is also the 
meaning of naturel law, and is thus conformed to 
Christian sorelity. This lseds him ta demand thet 
positive law should sdjust itsslf to natursl lcsw and 
to the Christian idesl, with which, in the last re- 
sort, it is identical.?? 
Trocitsch understands Luther's stand on neturel len and 
suthority to be basicelly “a Christien piety strongly 
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tinged with patriarchalism," which distinguished it very 
clearly from the virile individualism and the correspon- 
ding lezel coneciousness of Calvinism. *°® 
But it was Melanchthon, concedes Trosltsch, who wes 
the ltrotestent doctor of natural lav. 
Melanechthon laid greater emphasis upon the philoso- 
phical character of naturel lew, and he strove so 
hard for reconciliation that the Luthersn tension 
between the lav and Christianity, between reason and 
reveletion, wes ultimstely merged in the idea of 4 
friendly harmony which has been divinely ordsined. 
From thet time forward feith in this hermony, and the 
{deal of such an eceord between nstursl assumptions 
and spiritual insvireation, became a peculier festure 
of Luthsrenisn.* 
Melenchthon, furthermore, claims that the deecslogue is 
valic, not es the Jewish lew, but as the product of ne- 
turel law, end, therefore, that the reasonable Fomen lew 
is elso the lew for Christians. All this, concludes 
Troeltsch, shovs “thet Melanchthon wes inclined to be more 
rationealistic than Luther. "45 
4s Lutheranism devaloped,. the elements of netural 
law in the theory of jurisprudence were thrust more and 
more into the background, and “vere finally reduced to the 
bare statement of the divine guidance of reeson in the 
production of political suthority. 
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The more the school of Grotius developed & purely 
rational theory of naturel law, severed from theology, 
the more stoutly the Lutherans maintained this theory 
of divins appointment; they assert that elthough this 
"divine appointment" takes place indirectly, it is 
divine all the sams. The result is that they sun- 
marize their theory in this stetement: the novers 
that be, just as they are, come from God.4 
Thus in classical Lutheranism, sums up Troeltsch, 
there is a voluntary agreement between the authorities in 
Chureh and state, in order that, togethsr, they may reelize 
the religious end of Christian society. 
It represents the fusion of the netursl, philosophi- 
cal, and seculer ethic with the biblical, supernatural, 
and spiritual ethic, blending into « whole way of life, 
in which the natursl forms of life sre to be permeated 
with the relicious spirit of love. This constitutes 
@ uniform system of Christian civilization, like that 
of the Catholicism of the Middle jges. ‘Jinilarly, 
this social system possesses the idesl of a uniform 
sociological funcemental theory; only, sincs the ba- 
sis and mesning of the uniform system of life are now 
‘different, the soclolosical fundemental theory of Lu- 
theranism is also different. This difference is ob- 
vious: the fundamentel theory of Lutheranism has not _ 
been constructed uzon the conception of the organism.” 
This lesds us over to the next consideration, which & 
is the sociel theory of Lutheranism. ‘roeltsch concludes 
from the premise steted sbove, that Lutheranism hes not 
been constructed upon the conception of the organism, that 
in Lutheranism, therefore, Ghristiao individuclism becomes 
purely subjective, with no legel claim on society or on 
  

















the Church, without any power of external realization. At 
bottom, accordingly, Lutheran individualism "hes no senso 
of the nsed for fellowship, since it is only out of love 
thet it submlta to the Life of the community at all."5L 
Thus Lutheran Christian individuelism hes retired 
behind the line of battle of ail external evente and 
outvard activity, into @ purely parsonsel spirituslity, 
into the cltsdel of e freedom which no events of the 
external order cen touch, & position so imorsgcable 
thet neithor joy nor sorrow, the world or socisty can 
capture it. This spirituality is based on nothing 
save the "Yord," which is ceuaranteed by the Church; 
it thersfore regards the Church simply ss the hereld 
or the #ord, enéoved with = purely spiritual miracu- 
lous converting puter; it hes no conception of the 
Church as an ethical organization of Christendom as 
a whole.% 
But, becauss this Christian individualism possesses no 
orgén by which it can either express its oun thoughts or 
secure its own existence, “its influence on the outside 
world is ni2."55 
To the extent, however, in which the Christian spirit 
does attempt to permeate the natural institutions of 
ordinery life, 1t does not appear outwardly as s fel- 
lovwshin of individuels, formed on 4 religious besis, 
but ss & spirit which seeks to absorb the whole com- 
plex of seculer institutions anc social life into love; 
this spirit of love leads the Christien to submit un- 
Conditionally to the social order which had been es- 
tablished. by God and by reeson for the good of the 
whole; and it regerds the family, the state, society 
in general, and sll labor merely as methods of re- 
alizing and exercising the Christian spirit of love 
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and obedience. Thus, when te recxull the two slements 
of the fundementel theory of Catholicism, the organic 
and the pstriarchal elements, we see thst here the or- 
ganic aspect has entirely disappeared.” 
This sentence of Trosltsch's dcemonstretes his funda- 
mental conclusions regarding the Lutheran ethic: 
This fundementel idea, however, of love filling the 
institutions of sociel life arising from the nstural 
lew did not develon quite smsothly. For the forns 
of social life which heve arisen out of netural lew 
ore still meant to sarve the ends of naturel life, 
and their independent existences becomes increasingly 
obvious the more one enters into prectical Life, I+ 
then becomes clear thet it is impossible to absorb 
these najyurel ends purely into the religious purpose 
of life.% 
Trom this it is easy to see how he concludes that the 
final result wes “e terrible spiritual ané intellectual 
sterility, which formed a glsring contrast to the sociel 
doctrines of Cetholicism end of Galvinism."°S It comes as 
no surprise to Troeltsch, then, that when Lutheranism was 
faced by the whole nev world of Western thought in the 
eighteenth century, its social theory broke down completely. 
In Lutheranism, as in the Catholic tredition, the fan- 
ily forms the starting point of ell social development. 
The family forms the starting point of government, of eco- 
nomics, of the Church, of all social organizations. The 
femily is an expression of the wey in which the Law of 
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neture regulates and solves the sociological problems which 
arise out of the reletiocn between the sexes. From the point 
of view of the ncetural law the aim of the family is tha or- 
dered union of the sexes, the ordered procreation of child-— 
ren, and the household, which becomes the heert of ail eco- 
nomic ectivity.©" This relationship in the family becomes 
‘for Lutherenisn the grounds for the most primary end ele- 
mentary religious exercise of love. 
This mecns that the sex ethic of Frotestsntism is 
very different from that of Catholicism, whieh besan with 
& fundamentally ascetic spirit. Luther's own marriace, 
seserts Troeltsch, wes the proclametiun of a principle of 
sex othics which resarced the sex life as something nor- 
mal, end whieh gave it an ethical character, msking it a 
mesns of the ost vitel ethical and religious functions 
for all believers."© But marriege in Lutherenism, says 
Troeltsch, ss the orgsnizetion of sensuslity instituted 
by God end rezson, is still st bottom only & "fronun st 
medicine peccati, a concession to sin, which God winks at, 
and the sin which marrisse inevitably ineurs he restricts 
and heels."59 
Thus in this conception of the family the various 
  









constituent elements were in no way fully combined into a 
unity. luther also was quite conscious of the fact thet 
his marrizge wes a hich one, far removed from the actual- 
ities of life. He blamed sin for this discrepancy, but 
has no doubt that the ideal can be realized. 
Ths Luthersn conception of the state, according to 
Troeltech, presents the same characteristics es that of 
the family. It is the product of reason. Reeson dictates 
thet its elms ere to be the preservetion of external dis- 
cipline and order, and the securing of human vell-beinc. 
Authority forms its most peculior attribute, which it al- 
Ways preserves, 6nd which may not be destroyed by sny of 
its subjects.°9 It is the duty of the state to use this 
authority according to the divins lew of nature end for 
the purpose of ressun. If the powers thet be refuse to 
observe this lav, just as in scholsesticism, thsy are to 
be regerded as tyrants, who may be deposed from their of- 
fice. According to Luther, though, pessive resistance, or 
exile are the only forms of resistence which are lecitinsate. 
Since the state hes to use forceful measures to main- 
tain itself end its authority, it violated the pure Chris- 
tian ideel of a pure fellowship of love, speart from state 
or law. This implies that the state--in spite of its di- 




institution rendered necessary by and sgeinst sin. It 
is, therefore, "a product of the merely relative néetural 
law, reacting egainst sin under the conditions of the fale 
len state."o2 Feced by thess facts, snd the implications 
that go with them, such as refusing civil service, “Luther 
appesls with great emphesis to the belief thet the povers 
thet be «re ordsined by God, and confirmed in their posi- 
n62 tions by him. Furthermore, stetes Trosltsch: 
It is at this point that Luther inserts the most cher- 
acteristic snd remerkabdle tenet in his whole systam 
of ethics, the distinction between private end pub- 
lic morclity, in which, in his own way, he had solved 
the greet problem which had exercised the minds and__ 
herrts of the Christicn thinkers of an earlier era.9= 
From this point of view wer also is justified. It 
mey only be weged by the civil authorities, for secular 
purposes, as pert of its official duty. But it must al- 
ways be waged in a spirit of humility. This excludes the 
idea of crusades £nd holy wars. This position excludes 
G11 specific political thought and activity, and includes 
the thought thet sll who teke part in such e« "just" war 
have the richt morel and Christian spirit. "This," seys 
Troeltsch, "is en extremely naive kind of political idee, 754 
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for it lesds to the conclusion thet political siliances 
and tresties are an affront to a country's trustful de- ‘ 
pendence upon God. 
The stats takes on a new aspect then it is esntrolled 
by a Christian government. For then it is no longer mere- 
ly an institution based on divine end nétural lew through 
the order of creation, but it is one of the forms used for 
the vealivetion of the Christian fellowship of love ond 
redemption. Then it becomes the duty of the government, 
ass & service of Love, to undertsks the education and pre- 
servation of society, Christisn unity of feith, discipline, 
and order, and also to care for the tord of God, fer pur- 
ity end for the prosperity of the Church. © This, seys 
Troecltsch, is snother trensj;lented Augustinisn ides, just 
as the Luthersn idea of the fsmily is essentielly Ausustin- 
jan. For this concept of the stete is a theocracy. It is 
not e hiererchy, but a free egreement in love betreen thea 
purely spirituel Church built upon the Yord, and the secu- 
ler euthority, freely serving the Church, receiving volun- 
tery advice from the theologians. °° "It is quite clear,” 
to quote Troeltsch, "thet this idesl of the state is super- 
idealistic, elmost utopign, in « Christien sense."°" This 
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wes due, though, not to Luther's lack of political acumen, 
but to the inherent religious ides itself, which cannot be 
combined with the political spirit. 
Troeltsch beliaves that this Lutheren conception of 
the stete has head definite effects in modern times: 
In the Lutheranism of more recont times the tension 
between public and privete morelity disappeared more 
anc more, and there srose that type which is usually 
described ss Lutheran: thet is, unconditionel obedi- 
ence towarcs the central government, and the subor- 
dinate officials, both of whom represent God, and on- 
ly hold their office by virtue of God's permission; 
the belief that these authorities ere besed on naturel 
end divine law, vhnich appsar more and more as the fun- 
damental laws of a true vhristisn society, snd which 
cooperate without difficulty; the duty of the govern~ 
ment to look after sll seculer ond naturel affairs, 
and, so far 6s it is possible, with lts secul:r means, 
and in Sgreement with the ecclesicstics:1 government, 
also to promote the Christian virtues; the preserva- 
tion of external pecce st any price, and of internel 
peece by a thorough ever ene e over the restricted 
understanding of its subjects.& 
The pessimism and idealism of original Lutheranism have 
disappeered, and the doctrine of society beers the traces 
of e hearty and invardly strong, but homely and common-~ 
place, paternal government. 
All the characteristic festures of the medieval sco- 
nomie ethic reappear in Lutheranism. Like the state and 
the institution of marrisge, labor is a remedium pecceti. 
Tt belongs only to the relative netural lew of the fellen 








Essentially, therefore, its significance is ascetic. 
The economic order consists essentially in this: to 
Live within one's own class, according to the sucial 
stendards of that class, and to regard it as & just 
claim on the government to be protected by it withia 
this order. it is egcinst cll lev, both naturel end 
divine, to wish to rise in the vorld, to break through 
existing institutions on one's own free initietiva, 
to agitate ond destroy society by individual efforts, 
to improve one's genner of life, or to improve one’s 
social pocition.® 
The forms of social organization which ought to be main- 
tained, and which, above all, have ¢ right to be protectad 
end morally recognized, ere the classes which live nesrest 
to the netursl order: farmers, officials and soldiers, 
workuen, servants, end merchents. The Christien senction 
for this natural economic ethic consists in this: “obedient 
service in the call’ses which have just been specified 
cones to be considered the first duty of « Christian, end 
the true and proper sphere for exercising the love of one's 
neighbor ."70 
Troeltsch pasces this judgment on the Lutheren econo- 
mic ethic: 
In itself, however, the spirit of the ecouomie ethic 
of Lutheranism was thoroughly reactionary: it was a 
Combinetion of néeturel and divine lav; it urged con- 
tentment with the simplest conditions, and a tolera- 
tion of the existence minimum according to one's 
class, accompenied at the same time by the readiness, 
in case of need, to renounce the right of holding 














The differance between Luther and the conservatives of the 
present dey, however, lies in this: “Luther had in mind es- 
sentially ethical end religious stendurds slone; class 
feeling did not enter into the ouestion et all."72 From 
his naive point of view, the chenrves being made in society 
were the work of the Nevil. Luther, séys Troeltsch, could 
not imagine that the universal generel changes in the vorld 
situation might also cause chénces in ths economic and 
ethical sphere, and this is why he summoned ths vorld back 
to the natural and diving lew. 
The whole social ideal of Luther--the organization 
and construction of society in generalew~1s finelly explain- 
ed by political sand economic and ethical ideas. 
As in medievel Cetholicism, it wes the ideal of the 
sociul hierarchy, as 2 “cosmos of cellings;" the on-= 
ly difference is that the duty of the “calling” is 
now extended to all, which involves the direct in- 
corporation of the idea of "the calling” into the 
very heert of Christian ethnics. S 
The reason for the emphasis upon "callings," which result 
in a static view of society, is perfectly clear in Troeltssh's 
thinking. 
The social hierarchy doss avay with compatition, so 




so doing it harmonizes both with the ideel of love, 
and with the ideal of netural law which aims st Lau 
and order. 
Eventually the Luthersn theory leads to mercantilism, in 
Troeltsch's opliion, since 
where the good of the community is concerned, the 
government is permitted to dv that which is forbid- 
den to the individual, thet is, to gain an inereass 
of property and profit, to initiates new industrial 
enterprises, monopulles and royaltiss, immunities, and 
alterations in the social structure end its compulsory 
cherscter. 
Next Troeltsech raises this cuestion: "To whet extant 
did Lutheranism attempt to mold society acco:ding to Chris- 
tian idesic, or to introduce a scheme of social reform?" 76
Although Lutheranism has existed during en smazingly cam- 
plex suciel history, the snsver is simple. The simplicity 
of the ansver is due to the foet thst doen to the present 
tine the Lutheren position is bsesed essentially upon the 
religious theory of the turely spiritual neture and "in- 
wardness" of the Church, while sll externel seculsr mate 
ters are handed over to reasin, to the ruling princes, to 
the civil suthority. But, the Lutheran policy of social 
reform through the stato sll victin to the theories of 
ths modern state, which no longer feels itcelf to be the 










"This was the beginning of the 5.0151 impotence of Luther-~ 
anism, in su far gs it has not edopted Calvinistic end mo~ 
dern idess,” is the judgment cof Troeltsch.?* Under the 
influence of pietism, Luthsrenism returned to the religious- 
social policy of charity, without the glorification of men- 
dicancy. Inner missions were developed. Urthofiox secle- 
siastical Lutherenisn has only taken part in this movement 
in s rather hesitating vay, but it has todny finelly be- 
come fairly sympathetic to it is a whole. © "Thus, down 
to the present tine, the Lutheren Church hes never ad- 
vaneed farther than the renewed ideal of cherity; it has 
never made any effort to initiate a real sucial transfor- 
nation at all.?? 
As to the reletionship between Lutheranism and gen- 
eral culture, the first point to clear up is the connection 
betveen the social doctrines of Lutheranism and the exis- 
ting political and soclal conditions of that time. Troeltsch 
is sure that "so far as the actual ideal is concerned which 
floated before the minds of Lutheran thinxers, ve must zive 
a, n50 a directly negutive reply to this cuestio Whenever, 
therefore, the sucial doctrines of Lutheranism are treated 
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solely as the religious senction of the existing situation, 
as often happens in ortnodox Lutheranism, according to 
Troeltseh, this alvays means that Lutheran thought hes 
been weakened and despirituslized.St 
It is more difficult to answer the opposite cuestion: 
Wheat influence has Lutheranism had upon social history? 
"In itself," states Troeltsch, “the Late medieval tendency 
in the development of the stete and the gernersi social 
clessification wes not altered by Lutheranism."82 Its 
political influence, however, wee mors central. Luther- 
anism did not adopt a nev ideal of the state; 1% did not 
even create a nev state. ut, by its renunciation of ec- 
clesiestical independence, by its deification of the gov- 
ernment and its loyal passivity, it provided a ravoreble 
setting for the development of the territorial stute. as 
for its service to the devslonment of the modern state, 
Troeltsch says this: 
Its only service to the ectuel modern state hes been 
to encourage the spirit of absolutism; once thet was 
supreme, however, it became strong ensugh tu strike 
out on a modern line of its own, and it has thus gone 
far beyond the Lutheran principles of pesce, protec- 
tion, and punishment based on natural lew as weil 4s 
the dpay of the government to promote Christien cha- 
rity. 
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The influence of Lutheranism in the sconomic sphere hes 
been ecually indirect. "Lutheranism opp-sed the modern 
development of the state [in economics] only one degree 
less ardently than Cethclicism," 1s the conclusion of 
Troeltsch.S* As far as its main sociel tendencies are 
concerned, and its theoretical conception of society, 
Lutherenism has always represented the principle of pat~ 
Tiarchnlism and cunservetism. ihat the Lutheran countries, 
glongz vith the other Protestant countries, developed eco- 
nomnically and politically the wey they did, is sot the 
primary responsibility of their religious bseses, however 
importent these may be in particular instances. 
Troeltsch quotes this rule as a general index of the 
Lutheran socisl ideal: “Everywhere Lutheranisys came under 
the influence of the dominant authority." Thus in Cen- 
trel and North jermany, ther: absolutism and the system 
of manorial estetes prevailed, it developed the loyal 
spirit wiieh cherecterizes the nationalist spirit.©8 tn 
the imperisl towns it glorified eristocratic-republican 
rule. in suertemberg, where there was no corresponding 
nobility, 1t even fused with the bourgeois and peasant 
democratic ideas. In the military netional stete of Sweden 
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it justified the eerzressive policy of Gustevus Adolphus, 
end in the class struggles in Austria it justified the 
rise of the Lutheran nobility. In Genmerk and Norway it 
found no difficulty in adjusting itself to 4 firmly es- 
teblished peasant democracy. In America, “the most ore 
thodox Lutheranism one can imagine flourishes under the 
wing of democracy." Troeltsch sups up: 
From the political and social point of view the sig-= 
nificance of Lutheranism for the modern history of 
civilization lies in its connection with the reac-~ 
tionary parties; from the religious and scientific 
standpoint its significance lies in the development 
of e philosophical theology, which is blended with a 
religious mysticism and “inwarc™ svirituelity, but 
which, from the ethical point of view, is quite reo 
mote eRo™ the problems of modern politicsl and sociel 
life. 
And egein:s 
Neither in theory nor in its attitude to life does ~ 
it i Lutheranism, possess @ systematic ethic. Again 
and again Lutheranism cests aside lis asceticisn 
(which it also possesses es the corollsry of the 
doctrine of original sin), and gives itself up to 
repose in the blessedness of the divine mercy, and 
to the thankful enjoyment of divine gifts in all 
thet is good and besutiful, and whenever it becomes 
dubious about the world «nd about sin it withdraus 
into the refuge of its inner happiness of justifica- 
tion through faith. 
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The Alternatives to Lutheranism within lbrotestentism 
Calvinism is the first and most important alternative “ 
to Lutheranism within Frotestantism. 
The essential differences iis within the sphere of 
the idea of God, of the fundamentel, religious, and 
sthical attitude which that involves, end finelly in 
the sphere of the pgguiier conception of sociel duty 
which this implies.’ 
This different doctrine of God hss two particuler results 
which a@iffer from Lutheranism, namely, the doctrine of 
predestination which, in Calvinism expresses the character 
of God as ebsolute sovreign will much more than in Luther- 
enigm, end the difference in emphesis in the dictrine of 
justification. In Lutheranism Justification means & 
quictistic repose in thankful he:piness, séys Troeltsch, 
while in Calvinism it means & method of activity and a 
spur to action.+ In genuerel, Calvinism is ch: recterized 
by a greater reforming redicalism. This is due to the 
fact that "CGelvinism sought to renew the whole of Ghris- 
tianity, in doctrine and the Church, in ethics and in dog- 
ma, solely through the Bible," plus its doctrine of olec- 
tion.?* 
Calvinism developed a Christian socialism, which does 
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not isolate "the religious element over acainst the other 
elements, like Luthereanism."°" Calvinism is quite differ- 
ent from Lutheranism in its attitude toward the world: 
Lutheranism depreciated this vorld, mourning over it 
as @ "yale of tears," but so far as everything else 
Was concerned the Lutheran, happy in the assurance of 
justification, end nourished by the presence of Christ 
in the sacraments, let things remain as they were, 
quite happy and confident, accepting the world as he 
founda it, exuibiting Christien love in feithfulness 
to the dutics of his calling, leaving results to God, 
and incidentally thankfully rejoicing in the divine 
glory of creation which bregks through the shedows 
east by this sinful vorld.*= 
The Calvinist, on the other hand, finds it impossible to 
deny the world in theory end enjoy it in prectice. This 
leck of system is contrary to his reflective end logical 
mind. He cannot loave the world alone in sll its horror” 
and comfort himself with the thought of a "finished sel- 
vation." That kind of ouietism is totally opposed to his 
impulse towards activity. 
Calvinism, therefore, creates an intramuniane asce- 
ticism which losically and comprehensively recornizes 
ell secular mesns, but which reduces them to mesns 
only, without any value in themsolves, in order thst 
by the use of all the means available the heiy com- 
munity may be created.% 
Calvinism developed its most characteristic and fer- 
_reeching aspects when it developed from primitive Calvin- 
  











































ism to neo-Calvinism. Neo-Calvinism is marked by its free 
church system, and its accompanying phenomena of democracy 
and liberslism, as well as with the plietistic rigorism of 
@ strone self-controlled individualism, very utiliterian 
in seculer affairs. This hes removed it very fer exay 
fron Lutheranism, which was still quite close to primitive 
Calvinism. 
Within Lutheranism end Calvinisn, therefore, the 
Christian ethic has developed in diamatricelly oppo- 
site directions. In Gorman :russia, Lutheranism has 
becons the support of thse conservitive, aristacratic, 
legal positivist, and compulsory orthodox order of 
life, and develops in its genuine echerents the Chris- 
tian virtues of sn inwerdness which is detached from 
the world, along vith those of suomission, patience, 
reverence, kindly osra for others, and conservetive 
endurance. Celvinisn, on the contrary, has become a 
Christian intensification of the ideas of democracy 
and Liberalism, and it preduces the virtuss of inde- 
pendence, love of liberty, love of humanity, and of 
Christien social reform.¥6 
The great desire of the sects was to implement the 
ethics of the Sermon on the Mount. Luther admitted thet 
these were the genuine Christian etiics, but, according 
to Troeltsch's enalysis, Luther had to fall back on a 
second, or “official” morality, bessd on the decelogue and 
divine netural law, in order to establish the Church emong 
people Living under conditions imposed by the state of or- 
iginal sin. Calvin adopted the sect ideal of the holy 























and he applied this ideal to a whole territorial and na- 
tional church.*? This could not be carried out in prace 
tice for lon: with such large groups, but at any rate it 
demonstrates Calvinism's close affinity with the sect 
movement, an affinity which was closer then thet of Lu- 
theranisme. 
Fietism was ea sect movement within the Lutheran a 
Church. In tne spirit of Lutheranism it scesepted the 
existing social order of the state; the ides of Chris~ 
tianizing the socisl order did not occur to it. 
lietism teaches that secular business ead interests 
have no intrinsic value of their own; the Christian 
man takes part in them as the “Lord's steward," simo- 
ly for the purposes of civil life, and of thse "King-= 
dom of God." Pistism does not ssek to reform the 
world; it sizply gathers “ssarnest Christians" to- 
gether into a party within the Church, and seeks to 
convert the hesthen; this all shows how indifferent 
it is to question of social reform . . - «. fietism is, 
in fect, a2 reviveliet form of Christianity, fitted 
to meet the needs of smell groups, which sseks and 
finds its support in the territoriel church, while 
it leayes the worlé and seculer civilization severely 
alone.” 
Christian socialism is yet another sect movement in ” 
Frotestantism. [It is modern, and seems to contain many 
of Troeltsch's own ideas. He comments: 
Taught by the modern science of the stata and of so- 
ciety, and by the experiences of averydsy life, Chris- 
tian socialism sees clesriy one thins which Celvinisn 
(which was moving steadily in the direction of Chris- 
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tian socialism) did not ses: thet the possibility of 
a spiritual end ethical development cepaends entirely 
upon the substructure of © healthy collective social 
constitution, and that spirituesl factors are very 
Closely connected with physical and economic factors 
e ec ec ce The fundamental distinctions within the move~ 
ment, which. expresses itself very differently among 
Catholics, Calvinists, Lutherans, and Free Protes- 
tants, and which above all hes greetly agitated the 
Lutheren Church, cannot be described here. ‘this 
point alone must be emphasized: with this movement 
all the interior problems of the Christian sthic and 
of that Stoic idealism which if so closely connected 
with it, have been reavakened.” 
Mysticism is the third alternative to Lutheranism ~ 
within Protestantism. This Protestant mysticism also 
| corriss forvard pra-Reformetion ideas and tendencies, 
: like the sect, but it is fer more closely connected with 
Luther's original main ideas, and is therefors still more 
strongly rooted within irotestantism.+90 Mysticism hes 
its peculler attraction for Lutheraniem in this, says 
Troeltsch, thet Lutheranism holds to the doctrine of the 
present ha:piness of those whom Christ hes set froe LOL 
Troeltsch concludes that "the idea of the sect on the 










home within Lutheranism."202 He furthermore sees Luthere 
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extent that it is being slovly drawn into the forvard 
march of the frotestant social doctrines. "This process 
of development will increase when, es we may expect with 























AN EVALUATION OF TROELTSCH'S SOCIOLOGY OF LUTHERANISM 
Natural Lay 
The concept of the natural law is of primary impor- 
tance in Troeltsch's reconstruction of Luther's and the 
Lutheran ethic. Troeltsch emphasizes the role of the na- 
tural law, not only in his treatment of the sociology of 
Lutheranism, but also in his study of the sthics of all 
Christendom. It is a fundamental thesis of Trosltsch 
that thea Stoic netural law was assimileted by the early 
am 
Church into its own ethic in order to establish a meens 
of contect with the world. ‘This, asserts Troolisch, was 
& compromise with the gospel ethic. But this compromise 
was necessary for the Church to develop as an institution 
amone institutions, as a state within a state. It vas in 
this way thet the Church beceme the great influence it 
was in the world. The difference, in Troeltsch's defini- 
tion, between a church and a sect is th«t a church hes 
compromised its ethic with the world's ethic, while the 
sect persists in a rigorous application of the ethics of 
the Sermon on the Mount. Brunner comments that although 
TroeLtsch's conception of the compromise is unsatisfactory 




a ovestion.£ Fruitful or not, Troeltsch has reised the 
question of the natural law to a level where it hes at- 
tracted wide attention. Jur concern is with his treat- 
ment of the relationship of the natural law to Luther's 
thinking, primerily, end then to the thinking of Melanch- 
thon by wey of contrast. 
Troeltsch maintains thet Luther mekes a distinction 
between the sbsolute and relative naturel lews,. This dis- 
tinction is very basic in Troeltsch's develooment, and hes 
e heavy bearing on his analysis of Luther's doctrines of 
the calling snd of the two kingdoms. Troeltsch believes \. 
that Luther made e distinction between the absolute netu- 
ral law, which corresponds to the first table of the da- 
calogue, and the reletive naturel law, which corresponds 
to tho laws of society, End the second table of the deca- : 
logue. It is only in this wey, seys Trosltsch, thet Lassa 
ther wae able to preserve the essential characteristics 
of a church, rether than swinging all the wey over to the 
sect ideal. This would have been an sasy alternative, 
since Luther incorporated many sect cheracteristics into 
his thinking, especially in his early reform action. 
That Luther ever made such a distinction is strongly 
deniscd by his chief critics. First in importance emong 
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these opponsnts of Trosliseh is Karl Yoll, whose Cesammolte 
Aufsaetzc, I, Luther, takes first place among the many 
  
replies to Trooltsch.* Holl defends Luther's position on 
the natural lew as being unified and consistent, while he 
labels Troeltseh's position es embiguous. Troeltsch, says 
‘ Holl, trests Luther's conception of the naturel law in tuo 
different ways himself: 1) as the unchangeeble, factuel, 
nature relationship, thet is, the conditions produced by 
nature, and 2) as the consciousness of a moral law, a more 
al imperative innate in man.” This moral imperative is, 
presumably, dicteted by these naturel conditions. But 
Luther nowhere equates tha natural law with any “*cuondi- a“ 
tions" produced by nature or by reason. Certainly Luther 
knows of & naturel lew, ani it is important for him. But 
it is for him a divine imperative of love, and not &@ ra- 
tionesl imperative of morelity. Thst the two can, and often 
do, agree, is beside the point, even if for the Stolos they 
were one and the sams thing. 
fTroeltsch makes quite a point out of the differences 
betieen the decalogue and the sermon on the mount. He dec- 
lares that Luthsr interpreted the sermon on the mount on 
the basis of the decalogue, and eccordingly, actually re- 
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jected the othics of the Sermon on the Mount. oll ine 
7 
sists that this 1s one of the instances where it is plain- 
ly evident that Troeltsch does not base his judgment on 
original scurces, but rather under the influence of his 
firmly fixed preconceived conceptions. Holl says that 
Luther does not interpret the sermon on the mount in terms 
of the decalogue, but the decalogue in terms of thse Sere 
mon on the Mount. He clies the Small Catechism as proof, 
togsther with a quote from Luther, made in 1535, where he 
spesks of a "new decalogue.”® Trosltsch quotes from the 
"“hLuslegung der Bergpredigt” of 1552 te suvport his point. 
Holl points out that the editors of the Weimar sdition of 
Luther's works, XAAII, say that the origin of this "A4Aus- 
legune” is unknowne® Brunner, to make the picture comp- 
lete, disagrees with Holl on this point: 
TI cannot understand how it is that Noll, in opposition 
to Trocltsch's views, wishes to deny this fact; he 
supports this statement by saying that the passerge 
upon which Troeltsch beses his opinion is not e genu- 
ine Luther passage. This seems quite impossibdle to 
believe, since Luther's writipes contain so many pase 
sages with a similer mesning. 
Troealtsch is interested in establishing this point, 
for he concludes from it, amons other things, thet Luther 
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set the stage for the development of the decalogue as the 
expression in full of the netural law, which came to havea 
ebsolute meaning within Frotestontisn then? But adopting 
the decalogue es the expression of natural law in favor of 
the Sermon on the Mount with its sternsr ethic, means, for 
fTrocltsen, thet Luther compromised the ethic of the gospel. 
He does not find fault with this, in itself, since hoe be- 
lieves that Luther had to do it in order tc maintain the 
Ghureh es a chureh and not as @¢ sect. He merely observes 
that Luther was interested enough in the church form of 
Christendom to preserve the essential cherecterictics of 
@ chureh et this crucial period of church history. This 
is commendable from Troeltseh’s point of view, for this 
meant that Luther was willing to mest the world's ethic 
by @ compromise. This, as stated above, wes what the 
Church had done, by and large, ever since the very earli- 
est days of its existence. 
The fundamental criticism levelled szainst Troeltsch 
is that he simply cannot understand Luther's thinking on 
the operation of the law of love. In short, he fails to : 
make the distinctively Lutheran seperation of law and gos- 
pel. Troeltsch looks to Luther for some sort of systema- 
tized scheme or arrangement nich will outline ideai be- 
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havior for the Christian besed on the decalogue 22 the ful- 
lsst expression of the natural law. This way, according 
to Troeltsch, Luther could accept thoss slements of the 
evangelical ethic which were conformable to the decalogue, 
and reject the rest as remnents of the absolute natural 
leu. Hoth elements verse to be obeyed, but the absolutes 
naturel lav can only be followed in the most intimete psre 
sonal relationships between Christians, while the relstive 
natural law, S86 expressed in the decalogue, was to be the 
basis for morality in society as @ whole. ‘So it is that 
‘iroclisch came to accuse Luther of teaching a dual morality ~ 
{eins Doupsltesittlichkeit), with an "officiel morality and 
@ personal morality." ‘This will be duscussed more thor- 
oughly undor the next heading. 
Troclisch’s critics all take issue with him st this 
pointe loll quotes Luther: "Denn das ist auch ein beruff, 
der aus dem gesetz der liebe her quiliet." He then ra- 
marks himself: "Aus dem Gesetsz der Lishs, nicht aus der 
iex naturae im Sinn von HM. Weber und Trosltscht"*® The 
law of love is not a systematized thing, and Betcke points 
out that “die Aufloesung dleser Spannung {zwischen Netur= 
gesetz und Dekalog] hat Luther nicht in einem Schema ge= 
sucht, sondern sie der Gewissensentscheidung des Einzelnen 



















Watson insists on a solid connection between Luther's 
besic religious insights and Luther's ethics, and in this 
he le joined by Holl and Brunner. Y“atson says this: 
Now it is precisely in virtue of the divins confron- 
tation of man, ss we heve seen, thet wan possesses 
such neturel knowledge of God as ns has; end this 
knowlege includes a consciousness of the "natural 
law," which is nothing else but Cod's unaltereble will 
of love. ‘The natural lew is not conceived by Luther 
as @ part, so to speak, of the inverd, vsychologicel 
furnitures of human nature, but as sumethinge given in 
and with the "theolovical conscience," thet is, the 
avareness of being confronted, with ¢ mediated imme- 
dissy; by the Living God Himself o> . . For Luther 
thera is. only one ethical Erineiple-=-the divine will 
of love. If this is called the netursl lav, it is 
natural, ultimately, in the same seuse_as the God of 
love is for Luther the "neturel God."t 
Holl, insisting on Luther's unified ethical conception, 
says: 
Aber Luther het eine einheitliche A4uffassune erreicht. 
Allerdings gelten bei ihm fuer das sittliche Hendeln 
zvel Beziehune spunkte. Es ist zusleich eingestsilt 
auf das oberste Gebot der Liebe, dessen Anerkennung 
im Gottesverhacltnis begrucndet ist, und suf die der 
tatseechlichen BescheTfenhsit der Welt und der Mensch- 
heit entsprechenden Ordnungen des seltlebens. 
Again, note iow Holl connects the cowmandment of love to 
the redemptive relationship to God through Jesus Christ. 
This, he insists, is primary with Luther. But this does 
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not preclude the ordinances of the world, which are an 
essential psrt of the world and can accordingly be termed 
naturel lew. But they have no significance for the Chris- 
tian apart from the first consideration, which is the lew 
of love. 
The ordinances of the world mean very muck to Luther. 
They are, in Toernvall's estimation “much more than God- 
given forms for the virtue of men. They are in themselves 
divine virtue. They are, to use another word, creation. "25 
But those forms must be filled with the law of love. Hoil 
expresses this nicely with his treatment of form and free- 
dom in natural lew: . 
Beim wirklichen Christen werden "Freiheit und Form" 
fuer ihn eins, so dess die Form nicht die Freiheit 
ertoetet und die Freikeit nie zur Formlosigkeit aus- | 
artet. Die gottbestimmte Freiheit wird auch beim 
kuehnsten Hendeln notwendig. Form, weil Cottes Wol- 
len immer Richtung und Grenze gibt. Umgekehrt bee 
tactigt sich die Freiheit schoepferisch auch de, wo 
sie bestehende Formen aurnimmt, weil sie diese aus 
sich selbst. wiederzuerzeugen und sinnvoll zu verner- 
ten vermog. 
Brunner says thet the way Troeltsch handles this whole V 
question of the neturel law just goes to prove “thet an 
outsider--and so far as the fsith of the Reformation is 
ooncsrned Troeltsch is an outsider--can introduce confusion 
1Scustat Toernvall, Geistliches und weltliches Regi- 
ment bei Luther, translated from the Swedish into the Ger- 
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into a discussion, in spite of all the keenness of his in- 
tellect."45 He elso Joins Holl in challenging Troeltsch's 
basic assumption thet Stoicism's concept of the naturel 
law was tsken over so completely by Christianity. 
A good deal of confusion on this question of netural 
law would have been evoided if s clear-cut distinction 
hed always been made betwsen the thinking of Luther and 
the thinking of Melanchthon &s regeris the naturel lev. 
werner Elert, while egreeing with Holl thet Troeltsch does 
not understand Luther's doctrine of the natural law, never- 
theless insists that Holl doss not understand Melanchthon's 
teaching on the natural law. Holl had writen: "Die Refor- 
mation dreengt ueberell des Naturrecht gurueck."28 Blert 
contends that while this might be said about Luther, it 
cannot be said about the Reformation in genersl, since 
Melanchthon's natural law wes different from Luther's and 
his influence was felt strongly by the Reformation. He 
says: 
Auch Troeltsch hat viel von dogmengeschichtlichen 
Dingen geredet, die er nicht aus den Quellen kannte, 
aber Melanchthon wenigstens kannte ar, und er hette 
daher auch ein Recht ueber ibp, zu urteilen, sin Recht, 
das man Holl Absprechen muss. 7 
‘ 
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Elert believes that Melanchthon and Luther had a great 
deal in common on the question of the naturel law. Sut 
soon this difference developed: according to Melanchthon 
the commandment to love “unvermerkt seine beherrschende 
Stellung verloren."28 He came to belicve that a person 
is only “einen Schritt von der Proklamierung der allge- 
meinen Menschenrechte entfernt, "29 Finally, the nsturel 
Taw as stated by Melanchthon, is "nicht mehr wie bei 
Luther nur ethisches Motiv oder ethischer Grundsstz, son- 
dern .. . . wirkliches Recht mit genau umschriebenem In- 
helt.""9 hile Luther held that as fer es the Mosaic ley 
wes concerned, only the genersl ethicsl principles were 
binding, Melanchthon asserted that the deselogue as such 
is not only identical with the natural lew (Troeltsch's 
conclusion on Luther!) but thet it is also the guiding 
rule for all people. It is therefore, according tu Melanch- 
thon, the underlying principle of every right which e state 
has. Welanchthon just did not see, as Luther did, that the 
decalogus in the final analysis contains no more than arti- 
culated commendments of conscience. 
Elert says that Melanchthon did develop a dual moral- 
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ity, although Luther kent clear of 1+. To point to one 
example of this "doppelte Naturrecht"” in Melanchthon, Hlert 
refers to his thinking on the right of privete ownership: 
Hier unterscheidet er auf einmal eine dcoppelte netuer= 
liche Erkenntnis: Im Stende der unverderbten Natur 
herrschte Guetergemeinschaft. Nechdem aber durch die 
Suende causae auesrendi et communicendi non similes 
gevorden sind sntspreche jetzt das lrivyateigentum 
dem Naturrecht . . o 3 Hier stehen wir also yon einen 
doppelten Neturrecht. 
Holl tes not sesn thet es well as Trosltsch. Elert feels 
that Troeltsch has rendered & service by distineuishing 
betueen the absolute and relstive naturel lew. “Allein 
yonn auch das Nort fuer diese Sache von Trosltsch stemnt, 
so hat er doch die Sache damit durcheaus richtis gekenn- 
zeichnet."=2 Regardless of Luther's position on the na- 
turel law, Elert believes it is not correct to say that 
"die Reformation draengt usberall das Naturrecht zurueck, "#5 
et least not as long 2s Melanchthon belongs to the Refor- 
mation. 
Amt, Stand, and Beruf 
These three German words might be translated “office,” 
“station,” and "calling." They sre very important concepts 
for Luther and for Lutheran theology, and any attempt at 
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eveluating the Lutheran ethic must take them into very ser- 
ious consideration. 
Troeltsch certainly tekes them into consideration. 
They are basic for his application of the "officiel" more 
ality and the "personal" morality to Lutheranism. The 
personal morelity is the concern of cach individual, and 
can be regulated by his own conaotencer But the official 
morality, says Troeltsch, is regulated by whatever office 
the person finds himself in. Trosltsch appears to regard 
the Amt and Stand as belonging to thuse natural conditions 
which, by meking ethical demands of their own, give rise 
to an indevendent, secular ethical principle, the relative 
natural lav. "That, hovever,” comments Watson, "is far fron 
Luther's view, if we consider what he actually says of the 
offices.""* 
As Luther describes them, the offices represent vari- 
ous relationships in which a man can stend to his fellor- 
men, his neighbors. ‘To quote him: 
We are to live, speek, act, hear, suffer, and die each 
one in love and service for others and even for ene- 
mies, the husband for his wife end children, the wife 
for her husband, the children for thsir parents, the 
servants for their masters, the masters for their ser- 
vants, the rulers for their subjects, and the subjects 
for their rulers, so that the hand, mouth, eye, foot, 
yea heert and mind of the one is also the other's-- 
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thet means truly Christian and neturally good vorks 20 
Luther describes these reletionships as lervae Dei, media 
of divine revelation and instruments by which God governs 
the torld. These offices, ond not the actions of the people 
in them, give expression to the will of Cod. “Nevertheless,” 
insists Watson, "the offices themselves are and remain lar- 
wee Dei, in and through which Cod himself confronts men in 
the midst of their concrete environment."#° 
This is important to note, since Troaltsch is of the 
opinion that the offices are, with Luther, independent of 
God, and merely ths products of nature. Since they ars 
such, he continues, they are governed by the neturel laz. 
This lest conclusion might be vermissdble, if Troeltsch 
had a correct understanding of the natural lew. Eut the 
stations end offices or neighborly relationships, might 
well be said to be concrete embodiments of the naturel 
law and its demand for neighborly love. ‘They are crea- 
tures or ordinances of God, through which he calls men to 
the service of their neighbors. In this sense they can 
therefore te deseribed 2s commands and vocations. ‘“atson 
sums this up es follovs: 
Love, which is immuteble in character, is mutable in 
action, in order that it may render true service to 
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its neighbors according to their ssyeral necessities. 
The same neighborly love, excluding all self-love, 
is required by all stations and vocations; but the 
neighborly services to be rendersd must obviously 
differ ot] the different relstionships in which a wan 
stands. 
From this he concludes that thers is no plece here 
for the dualism Troeltsch alleses to find in Luther's 
ethic. Certainly Luthor thought it irreligious to nes~ 
lect the office and vocation ordsined by God, because God 
would reach people with his love by means of the offices 
and vocations. Luther's teaching shows no tress of en 
oprosition between a purely religious ideal and & sscular, 
official morality, which would be little elisa but a ree 
vised version of the familiar doubls standard of Catholi- 
cism thet he se vigorously attacked.<9 
It is one of Troeltsch's favorite judgments, that 
the ethic of Lutherenism with its many faults results in 
little else than the peaceful contemplation of personal 
selveation and heavenly bliss. ‘tatson denies this as 
strongly as he can, Gnd does it with the full blessing 
of Holl. Says vatson: 
For Luther, faith mens a certein relationship of the 
whole man to the God who meets him in the outward 
circumstances of his daily lifs. In this relation- 
ship, morsover, the believer, so far from concentra- 
ting on his personal salvetion, is governed by the 
love of God, both as law and as gospel, which delivers 
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him from preoccupation with himself end enebles hin 
to serve his neighbor ec God wills. His reletionship 
to God naturally and inevitebly determines his dgal- 
ings with his neighbors, so that “ethiesl behevior" 
and no pyetigious element" ars inseparable in Luther's 
nous 
Troeltsech could not see this insepsrsble connection be- 
tveen ethical behavior and the relisious element in Lue . 
ther. ‘is prefers to believe that Luther tsught obedience 
to the naturel law for the sake of order and a relative 
standard of morality in society. ls never sees ths gos-~ 
pel of the forgiveness of sins throush Christ in the of-= 
fices of life or in the callings. oe 
Many say, and among them is Trositsch, that Luther's 
ethical principle is too ideal, too divorced from life, 
& pure piece of nsivette. Carlson points out that 
on the other hand, Luther's contemporeries found | 
fault with him because his piety wes "too robust and 
unholy," to use Soederblom's descriptive phrase. He 
was too secular=="too massively earthy" . « « « it is 
Soederblom's judgment that no one has set his feet 
so sousrely on the earth, so brutelly urged the "right 
of nature,” or been so concerned about ell the re- 
lationships of life, es Luther. 
In this eritique Reinhold Sceberg concurs: 
Man konnte Xind seiner Zeit und fromuer Christ sein. 
Bin fxrcmmer Tdsealismus kennzeichnet die reformetor=- 
ische Ethik, aber sie heelt sich zugleich auf dom 
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Boden der wirklichen iielt.>+ 
If Luther's ethic is naive, it is only because his religion 
is neive. Yor the two, his ethic end his religion sre in- 
separably united. Troeltsch’s hole interprotation of Lue 
ther's ethic is vitieted by tis misinterpretstion of Lue 
ther's religion. This is summed up neatly by Yatson: 
This \Luther's religion] he removes “out of the ma- 
terial substantial sphere . . . « into the intellec- 
tual, psychologicel sphere," making it wholly 6 mate 
ter of the luner life of the individuel believer, 
The accompanying ethic is then ssid to be purely 
spirituel, and to consist in aloofness from the world 
and concentretion on the question of personel sel- 
vation. Tt is not surprising, therefore, that 
Trosltseh finds "the deduction of sthicsl behsvior 
from the religious slement . 6 »« « not very certain.” 
The uncertainty, hovever, arises from Troaltsch's oun 
presuppesitions, which are not Luther’s. 
As forstheccalingawnloh evaryiindiviaqualacheiactane 
has, it is the considered conclusion of Troeltsch thet 
Luther did not aiffer in sssantials from the medieval 
conception of the call. in this instance, interestingly 
enough, he disagrees with Max seber, who conesdes that 
the idee of Beruf and its meaning is a product of the 
Reformation.©° Troeltsch sees something new in Calvin's 
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doctrine of tho calling, but to him Luther was too conser= 
vative to actuslly and radically change thse medisval con- 
seption of the calling. To which iloll replies: “Er, der 
konservative Mann wird zum Jortfuehrer des Fortschritts.”°* 
That froaltsch gets the enpposite impression is due to the 
fact, says Holl, thet he insists on confusing Luther with 
Melanchthon and the ége of orthodoxy.99 Bainton, too, in- 
sists that Trosltsch made the mistake of drawing the dividc- 
ing line between Luther and Calvin rather then between Lue 
ther end the Middle Ages.°° 
Einar Billing is so impressed with the importance of 
Luther's doctrine of the callinzs thet he asserts: 
Of all sarthly thoughts since the days of Christ, thet 
of Luther concerning the csll is incomparcbly the most 
boldly and highly idealistic . .. . Luther's idea of 
the call... « descends deeper han eny other ideal 
of Life into the prosaic present. 
~~, 
Another idea on the call according to Luther, in con- 
tradistinction to Troeltsch, is that Luther extends the 
meening of worship to includs the whole of lifes. All of 
life, lived in a divins calling, becomes & grend worship 
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services to Cod by service to the neighbor. ‘The neu Sve- 
dish theology is sspecially making much of this point. 
Viewed in this light, the eslling is the point at which Y 
Christianity penetrates into the social strueture. Holl 
also agrees, that "unser taerliches tun innerhalb unseres 
Berufes ein Gottasdienst ist, der in der Liebe geschieht."98 
To quote from Luther: "Nun ist kein grossserer Gottesdisnst, 
den christliche Liebe, dis dem HKeduerftisen nilft une 
dient."9 
This goss back to tha point meade before, thet love 
must be the driving impulse in ev ry situetion and in 
every moment. Only the form in which this love expresses 
itself is different. Troeltsch holds thet Luther's posi-+ 
tion on the calling is that the Christian serves his Lord 
in his calling, onc not through it, by meens of 1t. Holl 
answers: 
Wan dient Gott im Beruf nicht nur deshalb, weil Cott 
es nun einmal befohlsn hat, sondern im Gefuehl, daes 
man auch mit dem gevoshnlichsten Werk ¢twes au der 
von Gott gewollten Liebesgemeinschaft beitraegt. Una 
dieses Gefuehl kann nach Luther doch nur sus dem 
Glauben kommen. 
Accordingly, not only the offices of this world serve 
as the larvee Dei, but also the work done in these officas 
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vorks in the world. So even the commonest sort of work St 
te 
becomes a work of God, if done in the spirit of the calling. 
Luther, says Billing, sees a threefold value in the work 
that is one's calling: 1) it edueates, by toil and cross, 
2) it becomes the means of service to the neighbor, and 3} 
it contributes to community Life, order, peace, and secur- 
42 
ity. Tt is with point tuo that Weber, with Troeltsch 
oi
 
agresing, condemns es @ viewpoint which is “highly naive." 
The call is ultimately the forgiveness of sins in Lue 
ther's thinking, to follow cut the reasoning of Billing. 
Or, more specifically, , 
my call is the form my life takes according es Sod 
himself orgenizes it for me through his forgiving 
erece, Life organized eround the forgiveness of 
sins, that is Luther's idea of the earls 
This also works the other way around, Billing would re~ 
mind us. Yor "in the meesure in which the forgivensss of 
sins degenerates into en opiate, the call shrinks into @ 
job."* 
Trocltsch believes that Lutheranism is bound to be 
cUletistic. His reasons ere thet Luther hes glorified the 
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offices in the world, and the callings to those offices to 
such an extent that he believes they ars not to be chanzed. 
They are pert of the relative naturel low, aecording to 
Troeltsch's analysis, and, although 4 compromise, are a 
necessary compromise for the preservstion of the natural 
order of things. ‘ieber egress that Luther rovolts et the 
thought of social chenge along the lines of ganerel so- 
eial progress. “The individual should remain onee end for 
all in the station and celling in which God had placed 
him, and should restrsin his worldly activity within the 
limits imposed by his esteblished stetion in life," is the 
way Weber puts it.%6 
Now there is no sense in denying that Luther vas em 
phetic in insisting thet «© person should stay within the 
bounds of his calling, in his station. But this advice 
must be correctly understood in order to avoid the an-= 
cient but still fetal error of mixing lew and gospel. Lu- 
ther abolished the dual morelity of Roman Catholicism, with 
its monasticism, and raised the level of dsily living to 
the hishest form of services to God. If he took himself et 
@ll seriously, and he did, he had to teach the people that 
they mist take their calling into their station in .ife 
very seriously. He reasoned like this, according to Bile 
ling: 
  






















If God hes reslly become living to him \the Christian) , 
he dsres believe, hovever singuler and obscure the 
blace God ossigns him, that it is the best. hen the 
forgiveness of sins hes egsin given him peece in his 
calling, it is not because he hes let practical wise 
dom and common sense trim off his idealism, but be- 
Sarna Ug rane leerned to depend entirely on the grace 
of God. 
So Luther ceme to emphesize quite strongly the important 
practice, not only of remaining feithful to the celling 
into which God has placed the Christicn, but elso the ed- 
monition to stay in thelr vocetion. But he does not meke 
a lew out of this. Here is how tetson explains this pro- 
He [Luther] does not mean, of course, thet a man may 
not chenge his occupation. If some of the stations, 
such as those of perent and child, brother snd sister, 
ers unelterable, others are nots; and there exe oceae 
sions when men not only may, but should, scek fresh 
employment. No man, however, cen do God's will ex- 
cept in a divinely ordeined office and vocetion, and 
none is divinely ordained that does not involve reel 
service of one kind or another to one’s neighbors, for 
thst is what God wills. From this it should be clear 
that Luther is innocent of froeltsch's distinction 
between an absolute and a reletive natural law.* 
The Two Realms 
The heading of this section is 4 treansletion of die 
zwei Reichen, or die zwei Regimente. These ideas are es- 
sential in Luther's thinking on authority in Church and 
state, and on the relationship between Church end state. 
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‘Troeltsch has come up with an analysis of Luther which as~ 
eribes to ths Reformer a theory of power for the sake of 
pover in the realm of secular authority. He mekes of Lue 
ther a second Machiavelli. He then goes on to assert thet 
Luthor places the splritual authority bensath the sseular, 
Troaltsch's critics hasten to point out the failings 
in his anslysis. Again Holl tekes first plece. Speaking 
of Holl in this respect, Toernvall says: 
Gegenueber Sohm, Ricker, Trosltsch und Neinecke hebt 
er mit Recht die Notwendigkeit hervor, Luther von 
der Schsidune zvischen ggistiicher ung veltlicher 
Macht aus zu verstehene 
He goes on to comment that Troeltsch is simply unable to 
understand the connection betreen the secular and spiritu- 
al resims in Luther's thought. 
Bei Troeltsch fushrt dics Grundanscasuunz, in unloes~- 
bare Schvierlgkeiten. Infolge dieser Auffassune des 
Geistlichen als einer spiritualen Idee wire dus Yar- 
heeltnis zwischen geistlichen und weltlich fuer ihn 
ein unio.sbares Froblem. Die beiden Reiche sind fuer 
ihn guei Sphaeren, die_prinzipiell gesehen nicht ver- 
einigt worden koennsite 
Holl can herdly contein himself when he thinks of 
Troeltsch's statement that Luther advocated power for its 
own seke: 
Troeltsch hat dies behauptet und Luther deshalb mit 
Machiavelli zusammenzectellt, eine Ceschmacklosig- 
keit die schon an Denifle erinnert. Belege brauch 
froeltsch nicht; sie finden sich auch ellerdings nur 
me Laneerete maaan rene sy =:08 reemenmeels 
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But Holl does not satisfy Toernvall. te maintains that 
both Troeltsch and Holl miss tha point in.not sesing Lue 
ther's overriding religious interest in both the seculer .— 
and spiritual realms.” 
“hat is Luther's concept of the state? It is much 
Wider and more flexibls than our modern concept of the 
state. The state, or politia, is one of the two essential 
means by which God governs the world, the other being re- 
ligio, or ecclssia, the Ghurch. 4s Watson says: 
But neither ecclesia nor politia is conceived essen- 
tially in terms of political or ecclesiastical in- 
stitutions, They are rath=r concrete expressions 
of the law ond the gospel respectively, which are the 
twin, forme 2 co © » OF the eternally creative word of 
Gode 
Troeltsch would suggest that = etate Is & cunsequence of 
the Fall, Luther held thet politia wes created before it, “ 
and altered by it. But xatson insists that "this in no 
Way Means the institution of = relative natural lew. It 
is not the lay and ordinances of God that have fallen, but 
men."°* Since Luther specks so definitely about the di- 
vinely scpointed offices and stations in the state, Troeltsch, 
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anong others, concludes thet Luther opposed change in the 
state. This is s probeble conclusion if youtdonoede 
Troeltsch's judgment on Luther's roletive netursl law. 
But if this is not the case, and it does not seem to be, 
it would mean end goss mean that "Luther does not conceive 
of politia a2 consisting of an unalterably fixed number of 
stations and offices, but as capable of new developments 
to meet new needs."9 These needs ure created by the ab- 
solute ethic of Love. 
The Lutheran concept of society was thet of @ close 
relationship between state and Church, not os tio insti- _/ 
tutions, but es two authorities in a single orgenism.>® 
Lutheranism, together with Calvinism end Anglicanism, 
transmitted the care for the cultural life into the hands 
of the political magistrete, definitely trusting that its 
action would conform to Christian standards. tilhelm 
Fauck points out that "this errsngement ves ended by the 
secularization of the modern state, which Troeltsch has ; 
called the most important event in modern history.” re 
Luther’s remarks in connection with the peasant re- 
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volt, anons others, have brought Troeltsch to the conclu- 
sion thet Luther vLelieved the levs of the land must be 
very strictly enforced, with all thsir severity and even 
their cruelty. ‘Tewney, who leans very heavily on Troeltsch 
in his discussion of Lutheranism, believes thet the pea- 
sant's revolt also "khelred to stamp on Luthersnism an el- 
most servils reliance on the seculer authorities."°9 vVis- 
ser 'T Hooft end Oldham ses in Luther's doctrine of the 
state s conditicn of obedience that the government should 
be & legitimatsa government, which fulfills its duty to 
protect justice and to keep the peece. "If this is not 
the cese," they conclude, “government beoomes tyranny, 
and will be judged by God. The Church cen refuse obedi- es 
ence, if it is asked to condone or to commit sin."°9 This 
is s statement to whieh Troeltsch could not subscribe.   Holl takes exception to Troeltsch's statement thet 
Luther favored sterness in following the lotter of the 
lew. On the contrary, seys Holl, Luther wes one of the 
very first to advocats gentleness (EmeKEte ) in applying 
the law. 
Die Grenze zwischen Recht und Sittlichkeit will er 
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damit nicht verwischen. Hs liegt ihm nur dsran, 
einzupraegen, dess auch in der Rechtsprechung des 
Menseh immer als Mensch, als ein "Naechstar," ge- 
nommen und deshalb im Zweifeisfall--man vergleiche 
damit den entgegengesetzten Standpunkt der Inquisi- 
tion--lieber zu wenig als zuviel gestreft werden 
soll... © Srsteunlich ist demesesnueber sieder 
der Satz von Troelisch. 
This confusion can prohably be resolved only be remem- 
bering that Troslisch end Holl heave tvo.entirely differ- 
ent conceptions of Luther's position on the law, the one 
— 
viewing it as a compromising ethic, the other es the posi- 
tive ethic of love. 
In connection with Troeltsch's general view of the 
relstion between these tro realms, Bainton remarks thet 
"it is overly schemetized in terms of Prussicn Lutheran- 
ism and in terms of everything in Luther which could be 
regerded as looking in that direction. "5 
Luther's Social Ideal 
Troeltsch makes the point thet Luther did not origi- 
nate any new social ideal, but simply perpetueted the cor=   
pus Christianum concept of the Middle Ages. Since & new 
age was dawning contenporaneously with Luthor, this sta
mps 
him in Troeltsch's estimation as a reactionary conserva- 
tive. Weber and Tawney agree with him. Pauck very wisely 
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"One must distinguish between those elements of the 
Reformation which linked it to the modieveal church 
and those clements which pointed to the civilization 
of the future. The disoussion of the nature of Fro- 
testentism is frecuently confused by e failure to re- 
cognize this distinction. ° 
Thus it is a question how much of the development of 
socioty in Lutheran lands was influenced by Lutheranism, 
and how much was influenced by the ganerel anti-Catholic 
cultural forees of the sixtsenth century, such as nation- 
alism and territorialism, the educetional movement of 
Humanism, and, to e limited extent, capitelien. 
froeltseh believes that the Middle Ages produced a 
corpus Christicnum, and thet Luthor perpetuated it. Holl 
ascribes the groving popularity of this expression, and 
elso the phrose societes Christiane, to none other than 
Troeltsch.°% jioll suggests, rightly, thet Troeltsch has 
been misled by his determination to meke Luther's Chris- 
tlenity conform to whet he chooses to regard 4s the church 
type as opposed to the sect type.°* 
Herald Diem ascribes the beginnings of this concept 
in its present form to Sohm. He commends Holl for his 
ansuer to both Sohm end Troeltsch thusly: 
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Karl Holl het das grosse Verdisnst, mit sinem ezakt 
erforschten Luther die ganze durch Sohm ineugurierte 
Entwicklung gestocrt zu haben. Cegenueber Troeltsch 
hetter er verhaeltnismeessig leichte Arbeit, weil 
ihm ein empfindlicher Mangel en primaarer Luther- 
kenntnis nsechzuveison war. CGegenusher Sohm entzog 
er vor allem der corpus-christianum Lehre den Foden, 
indem er nachvies, dass dieses Lehre 1) nicht einmel 
fuer das Mittelalter bis jetzt in Geschlossenhsit 
erwiesen worden und 2) auch bei Luther nicht vorhan- 
den sei. isr tedeute der “christliche Koerper" in- 
mer das gor us Christi mysticum, d. h. einfach die 
Kirehe.°? 
That Troeltsch considers Luther to be so definitely 
conservative comes as no surprise to Betcke, who comments: 
Es ist aber nicht verwunderlich, wenn ein Mann wie 
Troelisch, dem mit nelver Selbstverstaendlichkeit 
der Kepitelismus der Hoshepunkt menschlicher Ent- 
wicklung ist, Luthers Cedenken ueber die tirtechatt 
einfach als “kindlich” empfindet, weil sie in einer 
anderen icLt wurzeln. Die “tr=ditionslistische Sirt- 
schsftshaltunc," von der Troeltsch spricht, liset 
doch nur derin, dass Luther eben um ihres sittlichen 
Gehaltes willen die Zunftverfassuns des Vittclalters 
bejeht, chne dees er goer einem starren Konservativ- 
ism verfallen vaere.§ 
All cf which would seem to indicate thet Troeltsch's 
critics deny that Luther was interested in preserving the 
old, astablished order because in his mind it was the on- 
ly possible order. He was interested in preserving it in 
order that virtue might be preserved. tie was nu econo~ 
mist, and probably did have economically conservetive 
leanings. But to sey that Luther's sociel ideal was or- 
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iented around his own sconomic conservativism and his doc- 
trine of submissiveness to an unchangesble naturel order 
is to do violence to Luther's fundenentel and overriding 
religious interest. Jt is to confuse lew and gospel as 
Luther was never guilty of confusing it. 
Concluding Summary 
Ernst Troeltsch is a reputable scholer who hes pro-~ 
duced a very specteculer but questionable book on the 
social teachings of the Christian churches. It hes raised 
more cuestions than it has answered, probably, which is 
all to the good. As regards his sociology of Lutheranisn, 
the following points must be borne in mind in ony attemp- 
ted eveluetion of the validity of his main h;pothcses. 
They are the criticisms of othsr, equally qualified scho- 
lars, among whom there is at lesst generel agreement on 
these point. 
First of all, there is the criticism that Troeltsch's 
estimate of the Heformation runs aground on his inadequete 
knowledge of the sources. iis knowledge of Melanchthon, 
Gerhard, anc later Lutheranism ic not cuestioned, but the 
assertion is quite frecuently made that froeltsch confuses 
these men and these periods with Luther ond the time of 
the Reformetion. This is a serious cherge to level against 
@ historian of the renk of Troeltsch, but is made so gsn- 















Secondly, Troeltsch is commonly criticized for whet 
amounts to @ confusion of law and gospel. This fundanen- 
tel error is most evident in his exposition of the netural 
law, which he ecustes sith the relative neturel lev. That 
Luther ever made such e distinction Satween absolute and 
relative natural lew, either consciously or unconsciously, 
is denied by Troeltsch's critics. They assert thet Troeltsch 
is only adding ‘e greet ddal of confusion to a prodlem which   is Giffiecult enough. without it. For Luther did have posi- 
tive, and not merely negative, ethical principles. Xerl 
Holl is supreme here. fFauck says this of Troeltsch and 
Holl; 
Ernst Trosltseh . « » « made the mistake of seeing 
the Reformer too much in the light of the spirit of 
modern (nineteenth century) German Lutheranism. Thus 
it is understendsble that he can attribute a “cul- 
tural defeetism" to Luther's Reformation eas if it 
were true that Luther hed failed to articulates the q 
ethicel, and particularly the sociel-ethical, impli- } 
cations of his faith. Thet this was not really the 
case is known to anybody Be eee eee pendee very ‘ 
thorough essey included in his Luther Aufseetze, unaer 
the title "Der Neubau der Sittlicnkeit." Here it is 
convincingly shown thet Luther's faith involved clear 
ethical principles which were capable of & wide so- 
cial snd cultural application. ‘These principles 
were personal freedom, grounded in feithe end social, 
communel responsibility, based on love.   
Elert agrees that the confusion which Troeltsch finds in 
\ 
Luther, with the tvo laws of neture, dual morelity, etc., 
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"not competent to find a dominant center" in the Reforna- 
tion.°© Billing edds that 
anyone Wishing to study Luther would indeed be in 
no peril of going estrey wers he to follow this rule: 
never believe that you have a correct understanding 
or a thought of Luther before you heve succeeded in 
reducing it to a simple ggrollary of the thought of 
the forgiveness of sins. 
This cannot be done with Troeltsch's sociology of Luther- 
anism. for he thinks of the reletive neturel lew, which 
governs the natural vorld, including the Christiens in - 
it, completely apart from the motivetion of the gospel. 
Another criticism of Troeltseh, really a corollary 
to the one above, is his misunderstanding of the ethic 
of love. for Troaltsch, en ethic to be realistic must be 
6n ethic of law. So he comes to condemn Luther for origi- 
neting the cuististic attituce toverd life, uhieh micas 
truthfully be said to have been fostered by later Luther- 
anisin. 
4 third criticism of Troeltsch is thet he is incapable 
of sympethetically understanding the Christian problem of 
ethics in general, or that of Lutheranism in particular, 
since he is a historicel relativist himself. This means 
that he is incepeble of finding absolutes in a study of 
this kind, since he does not believe in them. 
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These are the main points Troeltsch hoped to ssiudlish, 
P and their corresponding antitheses. Neither his exposi- 
tion nor anybody else's will solve all the tensions thet 
F exist in Luther's, or any evengelicel Christien's, ap- 
proach to the problem of the spplication of the Christian : 
gospel to the problems of the world. Lut this much we | 
ean say of his sociology of Lutheranism: on the besis / 
of other and more reliable authorities, it is not valid, 
neither for Luther, nor for us who hope to follow snd | 
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